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DEDICATION 
If you are a seeker of suppressed scientific truth, then this book is dedicated to you. 

PREFACE 
Disclaimer.  The views in this book are those of the author and do not 

necessarily reflect those of any particular religious, political, governmental, 
educational, or commercial organization. 

Decoding Stages.  Ignoring the language translation of Bessler’s little book for 
the moment, there are two follow on stages of the decoding/translation of the little 
book written by Bessler (Orffyreus).  The first stage is an initial chiastic 
decoding/translation of his little book to provide primary context.  Chiasms are 
order reversed patterns.  Because chiasms are determined by the order of patterns, 
they often survive being linguistically translated from one language to another.  
The second stage of decoding Bessler’s little book is a more complete 
decoding/translation of the primary messages that Bessler hid within his little book. 

Optional Preliminaries.  If I am providing too many preliminaries or too 
many analyses prior to the decoding of Bessler’s little book, then at any point one 
can skip ahead to the “A Chiastic Translation of Orffyreus's Little Book” or one can 
skip ahead to the major section “A DECODING OF BESSLER’S LITTLE BOOK”.  
Later one should go back and consider the preliminaries for better understanding of 
Bessler’s hidden messages. 

This Book Is for You.  If you would like to know a decoding of Bessler’s little 
book, then this book is for you.  This book may be considered as an important “bite-
size” portion of my book Gravity-Wheel Unveiled or more specifically mainly a 
portion of its Appendix B, “ORFFYREUS’S LITTLE BOOK”.  If you would like to 
learn of a way to build very low friction roller bearings, then this book is for you.  I 
am not saying that it would be an easy task to build the bearings, since it would be 
a very difficult task.  Hopefully you will carefully notice the idea of such new-
paradigm wonder-bearings, even if you can’t believe the accumulated evidence that 
wheels rotating about horizontal axes can acquire greater energy from gravity.  If 
you desire to learn a practical way to produce power on this earth from the same 
energy source that is available on the sun, then this book is for you.  If you would 
like to learn about a partial solution to global warming, then this book is for you.  If 
you want evidence that very low costs for energy are coming, then this book is for 
you.  Energy costs influence almost all parts of our lives.  If you are interested in 
some important directions in future energy production, then this book is for you. 

Motivation for Rotational Kinetic Energy.  The production of greater 
rotational kinetic energy from energetic gravity, using a variety of low friction 
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devices containing wheels rotating about horizontal axes, should spur onward a 
rotational energy revolution.  The ensuing rotational energy revolution would make 
very-low-cost energy widely available, providing practical benefits that are 
environmental, ecological, agricultural, economical, educational, and scientific.  A 
rotational energy revolution offers greater prosperity to the whole world, assuming 
that many who obtain such energy producing technology are forward thinking 
enough to share the opportunities with others.  No country or land form has a 
monopoly on energetic gravity.  The oil and gas industries should accrue benefits 
from a greater future demand for noble gases and from an increase in need for 
petro-based chemicals/synthetics that a rotational energy revolution would 
generate.  When various production costs fall, due to use of new rotational energy, 
then profits per produced unit should initially increase.  More detailed information 
on these subjects and many related subjects may be found in my overarching book, 
Gravity-Wheel Unveiled. 

Perpetual Motion Solutions.  Gravity-Wheel Unveiled might initially be 
considered to address the important yet greatly suppressed subject of perpetual 
motion powered by gravity.  The many proposed testable solutions to the subject of 
perpetual motion powered by gravity are associated with a fundamental friction-
masked physical principle, the Bessler principle.  The Bessler principle provides 
extra rotation because there are two local pull-downs by gravity, with the higher-
elevation pull-down coming after the earlier lower-elevation pull-down.  Fig. 1 
suggests the Bessler principle for some cases of wheels having extremely low 
rotational friction.  This increase in angular speed is what was observed with all of 
Bessler’s wheels. 

 
Fig. 1.  Some evidence for the Bessler principle. 

Energy Production in Devices.  The knowledge and use of the Bessler 
principle would allow large amounts of additional rotational kinetic energy to be 
especially produced in very-low rotational-friction devices.  Using appropriate 
combinations of sufficiently low rotational friction, sufficient angular speed about 
horizontal axes, sufficient gravity, and sufficient well-connected mass, a variety of 
devices can use gravity to produce much additional rotational kinetic energy.  Two 
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different types of devices were previously constructed and discussed in language 
awaiting the Bessler principle becoming known.  With the principle coming forth, 
the devices may now be openly spoken of.  Examples of one type of device were the 
wheels built by J. E. E. Bessler in the early 1700’s, which used very low friction for 
rotations.  Another type of device built by E. Leedskalnin in the early 1900’s 
consisted of sufficiently rotating massive cylinders, with very-low-friction interfaces 
between them and with very-low air-friction for the smallest, rotationally-fastest 
cylinder. 

Decoded Little Books.  There were two old coded-little-books, actually about 
gravity and the wheel (published in 1717 and 1936).  Each decoded little book 
discussed its own energy producing device, which could mechanically extract energy 
from gravity.  John Collin’s 1997 book (Perpetual Motion: An Ancient Mystery 
Solved?) showed the 1717 little book by Bessler, who was also known as Orffyreus.  
Collins realized that it was coded, but he didn’t solve the code.  There has been 
great interest in breaking the code.  Also, I think that thousands of people realized 
that the 1936 book by Leedskalnin was coded, though they apparently didn’t realize 
what it meant.  This book decodes the first coded book, using the same decoding key 
of that fundamental friction-masked physical principle, the Bessler principle, which 
principle I also used in decoding the second little book.  For my decoding of that 
second coded little book, see Gravity-Wheel Unveiled or see A Book in Every 
Home Decoded.  I think that both coded little books were written to have their 
meanings revealed, when the friction-masked fundamental principle became known 
or restored.  I explain the essentials with respect to constructing Bessler’s energy 
producing device, which “perpetually” extracted energy from gravity, using a wheel 
rotating about a horizontal axis.  Bessler’s approach was to construct very low 
friction roller bearings.  Leedskalnin’s approach was to use ordinary roller bearings, 
while using sufficiently rapidly rotating massive cylinders that are connected with 
very low friction between them.  Bessler’s bearings would need to be properly 
repaired and used to keep producing energy/power.  Leedskalnin’s device would 
need to be properly used, maintained, and kept rotationally “sweet” to keep 
producing energy/power. 

Overview of the Two Decoded Little Books.  The two coded little books 
were decoded using the same decoding key of the Bessler principle.  The two books 
were originally written in 1716-1717 by Bessler (Orffyreus) and in 1936 by 
Leedskalnin (ED.L.).  Upon decoding, each book described its own very low friction 
device that allowed the Bessler principle to be manifest for rotations about 
horizontal axes.  Here are a few selected details about the two devices, whose 
explanations will be developed either in this book or in the over-arching book, 
Gravity-Wheel Unveiled.  (1) Bessler's little book indirectly spoke of a large-load-
bearing, very-low-friction roller-bearing.  I depict the basic geometry of Bessler’s 
bearing on the back cover of this my book.  According to the figure (found on the 
inside back cover of Bessler’s coded book, which figure provided many bearing 
specifications), after the unlubricated bearing was specially grown, then some steel 
surface-lobes stayed in pure rolling-without-slipping contact with their respective 
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steel surface-lobe-holes for a relative rotation of about 25 degrees.  The bearings 
would be considered difficult and potentially dangerous to build.  The use of robots 
would now make them safer to build.  More discussions related to Bessler’s wheels 
and the Orffyrean roller bearings may be found in Gravity-Wheel Unveiled.  (2) 
Leedskalnin's little book is translated/decoded in Gravity-Wheel Unveiled and in 
my book, A Book in Every Home Decoded.  Leedskalnin’s decoded little book 
spoke of a Sweet Sixteen family of massive cylinders, using ordinary roller bearings.  
On the front cover of Leedskalnin’s little book, he provided a small front view of his 
device.  Within Leedskalnin’s little book, he showed a picture of one of his three 
magnetically repulsive sprocket wheels.  The father cylinder was larger than the 
mother cylinder.  The mother cylinder was larger than the daughter cylinder.  The 
father, mother, and daughter cylinders each had their own attached sprocket 
wheels that were serially connected with very-low-friction, having respectively 24, 
24, and 16 magnetically-repulsive sprocket teeth.  The energy-productive daughter 
cylinder rotated 24/16=1.5 times faster than the mother (or father) cylinder so that 
the more rapidly rotating daughter wheel could produce more rotational kinetic 
energy.  The low-air-friction daughter cylinder must not rotate too rapidly.  That 
would allow transfer of rotational kinetic energy and that would also prevent 
damage to future energy collection.  The mother cylinder was also connected by a 
chain to a slowly rotating son cylinder, which provided work externally.  The Sweet 
Sixteen family of cylinders may be considered to be difficult to build but is relatively 
straight forward. 

Alden Park – 18 March 2019 – Ridgecrest, California 

ABSTRACT 
Friction-masked Energy Principle.  Many observations can be explained by 

the smallest portions of absorbed gravity having two attractive downward impulses 
that are usually non-simultaneous.  For a neutral “particle” (composed of a pair of 
finest equal masses) rotating about a horizontal axis, torque (or leveraged force) 
about the particle's center of mass would be provided, if the lower-elevation pull-
down to one mass is applied before the higher-elevation pull-down to the other 
mass.  This provides a friction-masked Bessler principle, which would allow all 
wheels rotating about horizontal axes to receive additional rotational kinetic energy 
from gravity.  The effect is typically enhanced as angular speed increases and as 
energy-robbing friction is reduced. 

Decoding of Bessler’s Little Book.  By interpretation and analysis of 
Bessler’s coded little book (1717) including his final bearing specification figure, I 
give my best guess for what were the major details for Bessler constructing his very-
low-friction roller bearings.  With pairs of his low friction roller bearings and with 
his principle of extracting energy from gravity, these things together allowed 
Bessler’s wheels to “perpetually” rotate about horizontal axes. 

Extraction of Rotational Energy from Gravity.  This book helps reveal 
scientific truth, some of which information has been greatly suppressed for at least 
300 years.  This book speaks of a way to “perpetually” extract very-low-cost energy 
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from energetic gravity.  Very-low-cost energy would usher in a rotational energy age 
with a multitude of attendant effects that are of interest to all.  These things would 
lead to much prosperity throughout the world associated with the very low-cost 
energy. 
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OVERVIEW COMPARISONS OF LITTLE CODED BOOKS 
The little coded books, written by Orffyreus (Johann Ernst Elias Bessler) in 

1716-1717 and by Edward Leedskalnin (name abbreviated as ED.L.) by 1936, gave 
rise to particular separate low-friction mechanical devices that allowed the Bessler 
principle to separately be made manifest.  Gravity-Wheel Unveiled discusses 
some of the mechanics and the construction of these devices.  More related 
discussion will be given below for the Orffyrean roller bearing.  It is remarkable 
that there were separate purely-mechanical low-friction devices that made the 
Bessler principle manifest.  It is also remarkable that each such separate purely-
mechanical device was of much practical importance.  I think it is even more 
remarkable (1) that both authors chose to code up their information about such 
devices in small publications that each author referred to as a "little book" and (2) 
that the decoding key for each little book happened to be the very same Bessler 
principle (or equivalently the ED.L. principle) to be made manifest by the encoded 
device.  These things seem to be curious coincidences.  Both authors also used 
symbolically visual depictions of their devices in their drawings.  Furthermore, both 
authors used digital-alphabetic encodings related to their names (Orffyreus and 
ED.L.) to help describe their principle.  Both authors appeared to use scriptural 
references to their encodings.  The authors used cylinders differently.  Orffyreus 
used very small cylinders with even smaller details on the steel surfaces of cylinders 
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of his very-low-friction roller bearings.  Leedskalnin used large and massive rock 
cylinders cleverly interacting by low friction within his Sweet Sixteen family of 
cylinders.  Orffyreus's wheels, using his bearings, remained rotationally sweet by 
his operating quite below the limit of rotational sweetness.  Leedskalnin, using 
ordinary bearings, was required to procedurally avoid loss of rotational sweetness in 
his fastest rotating daughter cylinder, while he operated near (but under) the limit 
of rotational sweetness. 

In hindsight, because the Bessler principle is typically a hidden property, what 
would be a better means of hiding the information in the little books than to require 
a decoding key of the Bessler principle itself?  The little books provided devices that 
only after they are produced would allow the Bessler principle to become easily 
manifest.  When the principle was not known, the hidden messages in the little 
books would remain hidden.  When the principle would become well known, the 
hidden messages in the little books would become clear or clearer over time. 

INTRODUCTION TO ORFFYREUS’S LITTLE BOOK 
Chiasms 
The chiasmus is a type of Hebraic poetry.  The chiasmus or a chiasm is a 

pattern then repeated in the opposite order.  A simple example of a second level 
chiasm is "Old King Cole was a merry old soul, and a merry old soul was he."  If you 
counted the “was” as a separate level, it would be a third level chiasm.  The center 
of the chiasmus is “and” but the center does not serve as a separate chiastic level. 

An attempt has been made to decode the major chiastic structures of the portion 
of Bessler's Apologia that he calls "this little book".  See my file 
http://www1.iwvisp.com/LA4Park/BesslerLittleBookChiastic.txt for a prior chiastic 
structure analysis of Bessler's little book.  In his little book Bessler speaks of his 
chiastic bearing and his chiastic principle.  For much extra efficiency, the very low 
friction Orffyrean roller bearings (after being reinvented) could be used within 
almost all types of engines.   

Examples of Chiasms in Scriptures.  Here are some example references to 
chiasms in the scriptures:  Exodus chapter 15; Matthew 19:30; Ether 13:12; Mark 
10:31 JST; Matthew 20:16; Luke 13:30; Jacob 5:63; Mosiah 3:18-19; Alma 12:36-37; 
Alma 32:5; Alma chapter 36; the entire 15 chapters of The Book of Ether (though its 
chiastic center, corresponding to the words “Jesus Christ”, is located in chapter 3).  
There are many more examples. 

Many Chiasms.  Bessler's 1716/1717 book had a full title of Apologi’sche 
Poёsie und Poetische Apologie Von seinem MOBILE PER SE und 
PERPETUUM MOBILE.  Apologia, which had two separate second-level 
chiasms in its full title.  One could argue that the first chiasm in the title had three 
chiastic levels because of the “sche”.  That may suggest that the first part of his 
book may have an important special chiasm included in it but I will not emphasize 
such a level breakout.  As suggested below, I suspect that there were a huge 
number of Hebraic-chiastic levels within a portion of his complete chiastic book 
containing many chiasms.  Another portion, Bessler's little book, was intended to 
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have far reaching importance because of the far reaching Bessler principle involved 
and his bearing, which bearing allowed his principle to be so easily manifest.  
Bessler helped express and encode the situation using chiasms. 

Chiastic correspondences need not be word for word matches but can show 
matching of similar ideas or even opposite ideas.  Though these things were not 
specifically called out by Bessler in his little book, here are some example chiastic 
things of importance:  (E) radial outward spreading of energy in all directions from 
all fine matter by gravitons to provide more rotations of fine matter upon 
absorption, (L) life spreading out from some seeds on new volcanic islands, (W) 
spherical radiating corona about the sun from atmosphere edges, (R) rotating 
planets, (H) wheels rotating about horizontal axes, at low friction using Bessler 
principle providing power for wheel rotation, (P) whirlwinds, (O) wind turbines, (G) 
seeds to new growing plants to seeds, (S) plants to seeds to plants, chickens to eggs 
to chickens, (C) life cycles of new-matter formation, (A) human ancestry, (X) world 
history chiastically centered about the Lord, (A) fundamental charge ancestry, (C) 
cycles of pre-post-life, (S) fundamental matter to gravitons to new fundamental 
matter, (G) gravitons to new matter from starlight to gravitons, (O) rotations of 
spiral galaxies, (P) paths of the planets, (H) snowflake formation by rotations about 
horizontal axes, (R) rotating nuclear-ground-states, (W) spherical blanket of 
radiating air gently warming the earth, (L) some stars in galaxies becoming seeds 
for new spreading-out galaxies, and (E) constant-cosmic-expansion of the universe 
in radial outward spreading of space in all directions to provide more opportunities 
for absorptions of gravitons by light.  I provided somewhat arbitrary letters in 
parenthesis to help the reader see the matching chiastic pattern parts that I was 
considering. 

Often the centers of chiasms are marked by the letter "X" or the Greek letter chi 
or "X".  Sometimes there is special emphasis on the centers of chiasms.  To assist in 
keeping one's chiastic place without the aid of labels, the reader of such chiasms 
may sometimes keep a finger from each hand near each corresponding chiastic end, 
as the reader works inward on the chiasm.  When allowed, I try to insert little 
marks or labels after I figure out a possible chiastic level correspondence, to make it 
easier to spot the next time that I consider it.  Upon rewriting, indentions of the 
levels may help identify the chiastic structure and may physically show the left side 
of the "X".  The next paragraphs suggest that Bessler usually used his “x” marks as 
something different than the chiastic centers.  I think that he used them as 
guideposts for chiastic analysis. 

Search for Chiasms.  I saw on http://www.free-
energy.co.uk/html/books_for_sale.html that Collins had five books for sale including 
Apologia Poetica.  I ordered a copy of Apologia Poetica from 
https://www.lulu.com/ on 23 Sep 2017.  The Apologia Poetica  or AP08  was 
published in 2008 and was edited by John Collins.  It contains a transcription in 
modern font from the original German along with a translation into English of 
Bessler’s 1716/1717 book, Apologi’sche Poёsie und Poetische Apologie Von 
seinem MOBILE PER SE und PERPETUUM MOBILE.  I looked for and found 
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some chiasms in it.  Some others with better knowledge of German and access to the 
Bible in German might be in a better position to further study the situation, to see 
if they can find more chiasms and to see if the writings provide further information 
related to Bessler’s invention. 

Chiastic Analyses of Two Sections.  Bessler’s little book is contained in 
section XLVI of Part One of AP08.  I will first do a chiastic analysis of that section 
XLVI and then I will do a chiastic analysis of the next section XLVII.  I selected 
that section XLVII, which has numbered questions with their answers, because it 
was relatively easy to figure out where the x’s should be located in the English 
translation, even though the translation from German to English unfortunately left 
them out.  There was essentially no confusion due to changes in word order during 
the translation because those x’s happened to occur where there was little confusion 
about their placement.  The x’s were required chiastic level boundary markers.  
Elsewhere in AP08, when Bessler inserted an NB, I suspect that meant that it was 
Not a chiastic Boundary or Nicht Binden.  I think that Bessler put his x’s and NB’s 
at the ends of his lines in AP08 so as to allow the chiastic structure to more easily 
flow from one language to another.  In my analysis, I am using the English 
translated words found in AP08 pp. 295-298.  Others who are more skilled in 
German than I am could do chiastic analyses of other sections.  From my limited 
analysis, it would appear that each section in AP08 was associated with its own 
chiasm.  That had the practical advantage of allowing Bessler to write his sections 
using both ordinary poetry and chiastic poetry, without having to carefully 
reference back to other sections.  If people do not agree with my analyses, they are 
most welcome to do their own.  There is sometimes an artful subjectivity associated 
with such analyses.  It was therefore quite valuable that Bessler inserted his x’s so 
as to narrow down the possibilities for the chiastic interpretations.  In some cases 
he didn’t need to insert x’s, since other things constrained the chiastic 
interpretations or bindings.  One might ask why I associated 1717 with XLVII.  The 
L visually looks somewhat like a numeral one so XLVII is like an X17, which could 
be interpreted as a single level chiasm of the 17 itself or rather 1717.  I think 
Bessler was having all sorts of fun playing his chiastic games.  Sometimes one can 
figure out what he was doing and sometimes it is a bit more challenging to stretch 
our thinking of things to his way. 

Section XLVI Chiastic Analysis. 
1717 
_ eminent gentlemen 
_ _ questions 
_ _ _ not be revealed prematurely 
_ _ _ _ greed is an evil plant 
_ _ _ _ _ anvil receives many 
_ _ _ _ _ _ blows 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ driver drives 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ runner runs 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ seer sees 
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ buyer buys 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ rain … snow … shotgun 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ bow … fat, lazy, plump horses … flail … clubs 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ cat … mice … dog 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ wheel … wheel … wheels 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ resplendent 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ turns … spins 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ animal 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ vegetable 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ matter … sulphur, salt and mercury 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ qualities of the elements 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Saturn 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Mars 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Jupiter 
_ _ _ _ _ _ spreads itself through every 
_ _ _ _ _ crab … Poltergeists 
_ _ _ _ softly … softly 
_ _ _ be thwarted in his desires 
_ _ questions 
_ high rank 
XLVII 

Section XLVII Chiastic Analysis. 
eminence … Eminence 
_ No 
_ _ expense … places 
_ _ _ I … I … I 
_ _ _ _ drink … thirsty … drink 
_ _ _ _ _ buries … scarcely deserves to live 
_ _ _ _ _ _ construct 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ strength and health 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ assurance 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ craftsmanship 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ reveal 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ craftsmen … workmanship 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ guarantee … ensure 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ time, trouble and money 
_ _ _ _ _ _ built 
_ _ _ _ _ seized up 
_ _ _ _ snowed … frosts … lightning 
_ _ _ I … I … I 
_ _ money … towns, hills and meadows 
_ no 
too great 
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Section LV.  I also did a chiastic analysis of the section LV just preceding The 
Orffyreus Declaration of Faith.  See pp. 133-134 and 309-310 of AP08.  I thought I 
should do so to see if the declaration of faith reached back chiastically into the prior 
sections.  It appears to not reach backward chiastically.  During the analysis, I 
noted that at the end of the section that the Ps. 58. v. 12. doesn’t exist in my Bible 
so I think that the words that Bessler associates with it were meant to be artificial.  
He did that to introduce the chiastic word “JUST”.  I also noted that the translated 
words, “THE COUNSEL OF THE LORD SHALL STAND”, that he associated with 
Prov. 21. v. 30. effectively formed a chiasm or an x.  I think that that little x 
effectively constrained the chiastic search, just as if he had inserted an x instead.  I 
will show that chiasm in my analysis, using the English translated words by John 
Collins and using the words of Proverbs 21:30 “There is no wisdom nor 
understanding nor counsel against the Lord.”  Notice that the chiastic center of 
section LV is the word “reveal”, which word is the same chiastic center as in section 
XLVII.  I suppose that it is appropriate that the title of Part One of AP08 is “FROM 
BIRTH TO REVELATION” as we see on p. 242.  Bessler seemed to be having fun 
with the chiastic puzzles that he was providing to the careful poet.  Still, I think 
that there were important serious scientific and spiritual messages underlying his 
puzzles. 

Section LV Chiastic Analysis. 
Judge 
_ praise 
_ _ God … God 
_ _ _ reveal 
_ _ God 
_ praise 
_ COUNSEL OF THE LORD 
_ _ STAND 
_ _ _ no 
_ _ _ _ wisdom 
_ _ _ nor 
_ _ understanding 
_ counsel against the Lord 
JUST 

Part Two Prologue.  I thought that I should do a chiastic analysis of the 
Prologue found in Part Two of AP08 (pp. 146-148 and 316).  By my doing it, I think 
that it shows that there is little or no extension of the potentially large level chiastic 
structure(s) from Bessler’s declaration of faith into Part Two.  The chiastic structure 
certainly does not extend into the Prologue, which is very close to the beginning of 
Part Two.  That should make it easier to chiastically tackle Bessler’s declaration of 
faith.  The “1716” mentioned off to the side in the Prologue (seemingly without any 
reason other than to specify the date of Wagner’s lying publication) contains a very 
tiny chiasm about the 7 or rather ones about the seven, which is I think why he 
wrote it off to the side.  I included it in my analysis.  Because of the presence of the 
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“6” it was not quite a palindrome.  Also off to the side, there was the verse John 
8:44, “Ye are of your father the devil, and the lusts of your father ye will do. He was 
a murderer from the beginning, and abode not in the truth, because there is no 
truth in him. When he speaketh a lie, he speaketh of his own: for he is a liar, and 
the father of it.”  That verse also contains a chiasm which I included in my analysis.  
Where those chiasms appear, I figure that they stand as effective x’s or partial 
boundary breaks for the chiastic analysis. 

Part Two Prologue Chiastic Analysis. 
Christian 
_ Wagner 
_ _ conscience 
_ _ _ hateful blasphemies 
_ _ _ _ People 
_ _ _ _ _ 1 
_ _ _ _ _ _ 7 
_ _ _ _ _ 1 
_ _ _ _ _ untruths 
_ _ _ _ _ _ Prince of Lies himself 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Ye are of 
_ _ _ _ _ _ your father the devil 
_ _ _ _ _ _ father 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ not in the truth 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ no truth 
_ _ _ _ _ _ father 
_ _ _ _ _ _ Wagner 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ he’s completely incapable of believing 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ opines that the inner workings are moved round by a turnspit 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ would he ever believe other than if he was actually shown the workings 
_ _ _ _ _ _ Wagner 
_ _ _ _ _ true or false 
_ _ _ _ people 
_ _ _ lies fling aside the truth 
_ _ conscience 
_ Wagner 
unchristian 

A Chiastic Translation of Orffyreus's Little Book 
The words for Bessler's or Orffyreus's little book may be found on pp. 225-227, 

which is Appendix A "The first encoded passage." of PM97.  I have permission to 
state those things by giving credit to John Collins, as the author of the German to 
English translation.  In this section and the next section, I will typically indicate his 
translated words or other words from his book using double quotes marks.  So as to 
more clearly give credit to John Collins, while avoiding confusion with other quotes, 
I will in a slightly unorthodox manner use single quotes marks for quoting other 
things, in this section ‘A Chiastic Translation of Orffyreus's Little Book’ and the 
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next section ‘Some Little Book Analysis’.  I may also use square brackets to show 
alternate or my inserted words.  The words for Bessler’s little book may also be 
found on pp. 295-296 and 103-105 of AP08. 

I should note that at the beginning of Part Two of AP08 (pp. 316 and 146) 
Bessler also makes reference to “little book”.  I am not generally referring to it 
unless it is serving to make all of Apologia to be a little book which needs to be 
expanded.  

By doing an Internet search one may find a book preview of PM97 or a more 
recent version to see many of the words of that “The first encoded passage”. 

There are two types of translation/decoding stages that one must address for 
Orffyreus's little book.  The first stage is the linguistic translation and the second 
stage is the decoding translation.  For the most part the German-to-English 
linguistic translation that Collins' shows in PM97 is good enough, though I will use 
some slight degraded changes so as to assist in the process of decoding the 
underlying messages that Bessler or Orffyreus was providing in his encoded little 
book.  There is an artistic aspect associated with the decoding process.  There can 
also be a blurring of the translation stages, as one seeks to bring forth the 
underlying messages that Bessler hid.  I think that a proper decoding would require 
volumes.  I am only providing partial commentaries, covering portions of what I 
think are some of the high points.  Many parts of the rest of the book, Gravity-
Wheel Unveiled, can serve to fill in gaps in the decoding.  As one attempts to ask 
and answer the questions that Bessler intended that one ask in/of his little book, 
one begins to create the huge book that I think Bessler intended his little book to 
become.  Each question and answer often leads to another question and answer, 
with this process continuing. 

Literal versus Idiomatic Translations.  Some of the words, that I am trying 
to provide, as another slightly different linguistic translation of Bessler's little book, 
are more literal than what might be considered the more usual or idiomatic 
translation of John Collins in pp. 225-227 of PM97.  The literal and idiomatic 
translations are both valuable.  The meanings (of what Bessler is trying to say) may 
come across in each but I wanted to try to slightly emphasize some literal 
translations to provide a slightly different linguistic perspective that may not come 
across as well in a more idiomatic translation.  Doing so in some ways gains and in 
some ways loses imagery.  In the case of "Kriecht aus dem Bauche durch den Reiss" 
I am instead of an idiomatic translation "creeps through the hoop" choosing a 
slightly different literal translation of ‘creeps upon his stomach over-through the 
hoop’.  Bessler's little book appears to have been written so that it would only be 
more fully understood after his invention of the Orffyrean roller bearing was 
actually built and used.  I think that Bessler chose some words which were 
somewhat ambiguous in their meanings.  For example, the usual translation of 
"durch den Reiss" would seem to be "through the hoop" but if the dog were resting 
upon his stomach (Bauch or Bauche) and the hoop were flat on the ground instead 
of held vertically, then the "dog" could creep-roll/rock-forward through the middle of 
the hoop using his stomach and out, if we think of an Orffyrean lobe rolling through 
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an Orffyrean lobe-hole.  That is why I translated it ‘over-through the hoop’ and I on 
purpose left in the literal ‘stomach’ or ‘belly’ instead of idiomatically removing it.  
We might have also recovered or received part of that roller bearing imagery with a 
vertical held hoop, if after the idiomatic translation we consider the paw pads very 
slowly coming down rolling over their depressions in the ground and lifting back up 
as the “dog creeps through the hoop”. 

Chiasms Surrounding Chiastic Little Book.  After the dual second level 
chiastic title and some verses are some chiastic outermost levels surrounding 
Bessler's little book.  The first four levels were located on the title page of 
Apologia.  The last four same levels were located on the final page of Apologia.  I 
chose as brief chiastic letters to denote the level(s) of chiastic indention:  O for 
Orffyreum, L for Line width, Q for Bessler's condensed coded 1717 poetic Question, 
S for the decoded Scripture question, and C for his Chiastic little book parable.  I 
am not representing the apparently many other chiasms from other sections of 
AP08.  Such other chiasms would be surrounded chiastically by OLQS.  Within 
AP08, I counted 262 of the x marks prior to Bessler’s little book.  I didn’t count the 
number after it but there are many. 

O ORFFYREUM 
OL partially underLined 
OLQ SenDIhrDanaVChnoChVnVerstanDIg 
OLQS Matth. XV. vs. 16 
OLQSC Chiastic Little Book Parable 
OLQS Matth. XV. v. 16 
OLQ SenDIhrDanaVChnoChVnVerstanDIg 
OL half degree Line width in Fig. 2 
O Orffyreum bearing specifications in Fig. 2 
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Fig. 2.  Rendition of Bessler's final figure showing half degree line width. 

Fig. 2 shows my artistic redrawing of Bessler's final figure in Apologia.  A copy 
of the original may be found on p. 189 of PM97.  The Fig. 2 attempts to show 
Bessler's final figure located below the final text in Apologia, which chiastically 
also provides the amazing Orffyreum specifications for his bearings for increased 
rotations about a horizontal axis.  The white dots within black regions were of 
different sizes, which I have not replicated.  I think the white dots represented lobes 
that could be in a variety of sizes.  Many of the original white dots within the black 
regions were arranged in a slightly polar format, suggesting three dimensions.  The 
white dots were often arranged in a pattern aligned with respect to the edges.  The 
partial polar format gave somewhat an indication of depth, with the middle portion 
further away, somewhat as if one were looking inside a containing cylinder for the 
bearing.  I could not easily denote the partial polar format in my Fig. 2 redrawing, 
so I didn't even try. 

I tried to draw the about half-degree-increasing horizontal-line located just 
above the Orffyreum-bearing specification.  It was neither merely a decoration nor 
merely a book boundary marker.  The horizontal ‘line’ is an implicitly understood 
part of the amazing bearing specification.  He provided another such half-degree-
increasing horizontal ‘line’ on his front cover but it was not so straight and it was 
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not the chiastic counterpart of the horizontal line above his final figure.  Bessler 
was not simply being sloppy or careless in his line drawings.  I think Bessler was 
trying to visually show us what his maximum of about half-degree-lobe-spread line-
width physically looked like. 

I think that the length of the ‘line’ in/above Bessler’s final figure crudely shows 
how much of the available angle can go to angular error for placement of an 
intermediate cylinder (for angles measured with respect to the center of the 
bearing) and how much of the angle would then be available for lobe growth on the 
surface.  The length beyond the rolling-without-slipping bearing-formation goes to 
lost angle that is not available for growth of lobes.  Later we will see that 1.05756° 
are ideally available between intermediate cylinders so half that would ideally be 
available for lobe growth.  Ideally (half of 1.05756°) = 1.05756°/2 =.52878° would be 
the total angle available for lobe growth.  Conditions are not ideal.  There is error in 
the placement of the intermediate cylinders.  I measured about 86.8mm for the total 
length of the approximately half degree line above Orffyreus’s final figure on p. 189 
of PM97.  I measured about 82.0mm for the diameter of the second largest circle 
meaning the rolling-without-slipping circle, within Orffyreus’s final figure on p. 189 
of PM97.  The difference would symbolically be 4.8mm of positioning error relative 
to the 86.8mm of total angle available.  Thus .52878° *4.8mm/86.8mm = .52878° 
*.055 = .029° is an angular error that an intermediate cylinder may be misplaced.  If 
we subtract that away from the .52878° of total ideal lobe growth, we get .500° or 
half a degree for rolling-without-slipping lobe growth.  I think that Bessler was 
specifying quite stringent angular errors for the placement of his intermediate 
cylinders, according to his final bearing specification figure.  Growth of lobes beyond 
the specifications could result in the lobes being lopped off.  I wasn’t being especially 
careful, when I drew in the length of the approximately .5° horizontal line at the top 
of the final figure depicted in Fig. 2, since I hadn’t noticed the implication at the 
time I rendered it.  One should carefully consider an accurate copy of Bessler’s 
original final figure, which is why I took the measurements directly from the copy 
found in Collins’ book rather than from my rendered figure. 

Bessler’s final figure also appears to specify the minimal thickness of the 
containing cylinder for his bearings.  The thickness would be R where R is the 
radius of an intermediate cylinder and 2R is the radius of the central cylinder.  
Those sizes may be determined by a later analysis of the interior of Bessler’s final 
figure.  Normally I think it would be better to have thicker containing cylinders of 
say 2R so that they would be sturdier, but I think Bessler wanted his thin so he 
could bend down the ends and hide what was going on inside his roller bearings.  I 
think that Bessler didn’t waste much space of his ¾ inch diameter bearings on 
containing cylinder thickness.  For the diameter of Bessler’s bearings, see pp. 20, 
110, and 162 of PM97. 

The chiastic counterpart of the horizontal line was not perfectly straight, when 
Bessler underlined ORFFYREU on p. 183 of PM97.  I suspect that was to show 
that, when one uses ORFFYREUM, the grown surfaces are not straight but rather 
bumpy because of the growth of lobes and lobe-holes on the surfaces of the 
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cylinders.  Though it may initially appear that someone later drew a line or lines 
under ORFFYREU, a close inspection on p. 183 of PM97 shows that the raggedness 
of the edges is fairly comparable to the raggedness of the original printing.  A 
similar raggedness also corresponds to the strikeout line or lines through the M at 
the end of ORFFYREUM.  All the lines and printing appear to have approximately 
the same age or rather processing history.  John Collins apparently obtained his 
photocopies of Apologia from the British Library, as suggested by p. 233 of PM97.  
It would be of interest to see high resolution photographs of the original cover for 
Apologia using the copy from the British Library as well as using any other copy 
possibly available elsewhere in the world.  Are there similar marks on the other 
independent original copies?  Photographs of originals should also be taken of 
Bessler’s final figure corresponding to the inside back coversheet of Apologia.  The 
final figure and the title page in AP08 may have been somehow processed or 
corrected.  The line under ORFFYREU was mostly removed and the strikeout line 
or lines through the M are not there in AP08.  I am suspecting that there was some 
correcting of important artifacts that should not have occurred.  If the other 
originals show the line(s) under ORFFYREU and the strikeout line(s) through the 
M, then any corrections or processing of those pages should still show them because 
they are chiastically relevant. 

It might not have been an accident that Bessler placed the horizontal line above 
the circular figure by the approximate distance 3R, which is the distance from the 
center of his bearing to the middle of the intermediate cylinder symbolic ring.  That 
approximate middle location of closest approach is where the lobes going in opposite 
directions could collide, if they ever exceeded the half degree growth.  That the line 
was horizontal I think serves as a reminder that the rotations need to be about a 
horizontal axis to invoke the Bessler principle. 

The Fig. 3 may help to understand the centermost portion of Fig. 2.  The Fig. 3 
somewhat shows what the bearings would look like while the bearings are 
operating.  The portions of the closest touching intermediate cylinders are 
approximately replaced by a single dark ring. 
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Fig. 3.  Significance of central portion of Bessler’s final figure. 

The figure, Fig. 2, serves as an amazing bearing specification, but it is only 
amazing after one understands what Bessler is claiming for his bearing in his final 
figure.  Can you understand the bold bearing claims that Bessler is making in his 
figure?  Are you yet without understanding of that important portion of his 
message?  See below and see Gravity-Wheel Unveiled Chapter 9 ‘DEVICES 
FROM LITTLE CODED BOOKS’, section ‘9.1 Low Friction Orffyrean Roller 
Bearing’ for more discussion of his roller bearings, where in Fig. 4 I provide labels 
for parts of the lower circular portion of that final figure, Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 4.  Labelled version of Bessler's symbolic specification of lobe contact within his bearing. 

Also the Fig. 5 fills in the missing roller arcs and the intermediate roller 
cylinders that were not present in Fig. 2.  There were a total of nine intermediate 
rolling cylinders, each of which simultaneously covers its own 25 degrees of rolling 
support. 
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Fig. 5.  Nine intermediate rolling cylinders. 

Encoding Clues.  I made some comments at the beginning of Gravity-Wheel 
Unveiled Chapter 6 ‘THE WHEEL DISCOVERED’ about 
"SenDIhrDanaVChnoChVnVerstanDIg".  In other words, ‘Are ye also yet without 
understanding?’ as found in Matthew 15:16.  See the discussion of the letters within 
"SenDIhrDanaVChnoChVnVerstanDIg" on p. 182 of PM97 where Collins noted that 
the interior capital letters, as Roman numerals, DIDVCCVVDI or DDDCCVVVII, 
added up to 1717 or the date of publication of the pamphlet or booklet Apologia.  
As Collins' correctly figured on p. 185 of PM97, the internal coding of the 
publication date and the coding of Bessler's name to form Orffyreus, were clues that 
there is more coding going on within Apologia.  Other clues were the use of 
chiasms and the removal of the spaces to form 
"SenDIhrDanaVChnoChVnVerstanDIg" as both are found in Hebraic writings.  
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Such should serve as clues according to some Hebraic writings that the encoding 
would be in terms of symbols in the form of a great parable needing to be translated 
or understood as in part suggested by the prior verse, Matthew 15:15. 

Decoding or Translation Keys.  Both the primary and secondary translation 
keys for decoding Bessler's little book parable were understood by Bessler to only be 
effective after-the-fact to serve as means of translation.  One had to know about the 
Bessler principle to be able to use it to help decode the device that made the Bessler 
principle manifest.  One, according to the Bessler principle, had to realize that the 
principle could be made manifest, if one could construct a low enough friction roller 
bearing to make the Bessler principle manifest.  The translations or decoding keys 
were linked to each other.  One must nearly know the answer to understand that 
the answer was being discussed.  I think having understandings of both the Bessler 
principle and the manner in which Bessler constructed his very low friction 
Orffyrean roller bearing, provides the full set of keys for properly decoding Bessler's 
Apologia or more precisely Orffyreus's Apologi’sche Poёsie und Poetische 
Apologie Von seinem MOBILE PER SE und PERPETUUM MOBILE.  The 
primary decoding key was the Bessler principle itself.  As one understands the 
primary decoding key of the Bessler principle, the secondary key of the manner of 
construction of the very low friction Orffyrean roller bearing would become manifest 
in Bessler's little book.  The secondary key takes on especially greater meaning 
after one fully understands the primary key for unlocking Bessler's encoded little 
book, namely the Bessler principle.  With knowledge of the Bessler principle, one in 
theory could use Bessler's coded little book parable to break into the decoding.  The 
decoding steps were somewhat like breaking through the layers of an onion one 
layer at a time, where insight in one part would give insight elsewhere. 

Chiastic Little Book.  I think that it also very much helps to understand what 
Bessler is saying by studying Bessler's little book chiastically.  Such a study can fill 
in or help decode messages that Bessler was hiding in his encoded little book.  One 
can see Bessler's little book portion on pp. 225-227 of PM97.  One might also find a 
similar translated version of Bessler's little book by doing an Internet search for 
"greed is an evil plant" or for "Saturn, Mars and Jupiter are ready to join in any 
battle".  Here is my most recent attempt to chiastically translate or break up 
Bessler's little book parable according to assigned labels. 

I(Only Reveal Later) "Those who are keen to ask questions should ask them 
of this little book.  My deeds will not be revealed prematurely.  Should anyone wish 
to speculate about the truth, let him ponder [up]on the rich pageantry of words 
which I now cause to shower down upon him!"  Also, AP08 p. 295 shows, “Let a 
Gartner be no breaker of fences, even if a Wagner leaves ruts in the road.” 

I0(Growth by Low Friction) "For greed is an evil plant." 
I01(Two-part Gravitons) "An anvil receives many [pulling downward]" 
I012(Pattern Replication) "blows [received throughout]." 
I0123(Large Jupiter) "A driver drives." 
I01234(Small Mars) "A runner runs." 
I012345(Saturn) "The seer sees." 
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I0123456(Motion from Quality) "The buyer buys [using highest quality 
money].” 

I01234567(Matter) "The rain drips down.  [The] Snow falls [of itself].  The 
shotgun shoots." 

I012345678(Vegetable) "The bow twangs.  [Here wanders] [over the feeding 
grounds] A great [compact] herd of fat, lazy, plump [fodder-filled] horses wanders 
aimlessly.  The [wooden] flail would rather be with the thresher, than the scholar.  
Children play with heavy [wooden] clubs among the broken columns." 

I0123456789(Animal) [Acrobatic feather fencers] “Acrobats and shadow-boxers 
are as fleet and nimble as the wind.  The cunning cat slinks silently along, and 
snatches nice juicy mice.  The dog creeps out of his kennel, just as far as his chain 
will stretch.  He knows how to please [himself] by caring for his little [hit] toys and 
knick-knacks [machinery].  He well wags his tail [himself with his tail], creeps [on 
his belly over-]through the hoop, and is [also quite] rewarded with a pat on his paws 
by the stiff fops who [will soon] watch him." 

I0123456789A(Rotating Nucleus Wheel) x One sees a wheel and also not a 
wheel, and also while it has no rims.  It runs “without other wheels inside or 
outside, and without weights, wind or [clock] springs." 

I0123456789AB(Glorious Power) x Here seen half, there seen “full-face”, it 
shows off “as [rotationally] glorious as a peacock's tail." 

I0123456789A(Rotating Nucleus Wheel) x “It turns to the right and to the 
left; [with only a finger pull allowed.  It] it spins [itself] around” completely longwise 
and crosswise, here it is full, there it is “empty.” 

I0123456789(Animal) "All things belong to one of the three kingdoms 
(animal," 

I012345678(Vegetable) "vegetable or" 
I01234567(Matter) "matter) and you have the physical evidence before you.  

Without such things as sulphur, salt, and mercury, all things” soon run to waste. 
I0123456(Motion from Quality) x The "qualities of the elements are 

necessary to keep things going." 
I012345(Saturn) "Saturn," 
I01234(Small Mars) "Mars and" 
I0123(Large Jupiter) "Jupiter are ready to join in any battle." 
I012(Pattern Replication) x “Even the things we eat do not lose their 

elemental influence -- for it spreads itself through every limb and sinew of our 
bodies." 

I01(Two-part Gravitons) x “A crab crawls from side to side.  It is sound for it 
is designed thus.  Poltergeists wander freely through locked doors." 

I0(Growth by Low Friction) x “But softly[, quietly, and enough.  Enough 
quietness], lest the enemy [only becomes] wise!  [The enemy,] will drench me with 
his spittle, [hot spittle,] so that I will lose my [temper, my cool] temper and in a 
sudden fit, cast aside the mantle that conceals my wheel." 

I(Only Reveal Later) x “But he shall be thwarted in his desires.” 
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I inserted some words in square brackets into the chiastic translation.  I did so, 
either because it was another translation or because other things including the 
chiastic or poetic correspondence and the apparent hidden meanings were almost 
begging that they be said, so I just went ahead and said them anyway.  If one 
doesn't think that they should be there, then they can just be considered as part of 
the follow on analysis. 

Chiastic Analysis.  Again see my 12 November 2010 file, 
http://www1.iwvisp.com/LA4Park/BesslerLittleBookChiastic.txt which contained 
chiastic structure analysis and some retranslation of Bessler's little book.  I spotted 
more chiastic levels than I found in my 2001 paper.  I think that my current 
structure is a much better fit than the 2001 structure.  Collins' on p. 227 of PM97 
could not explain "The addition of the apparently random x at the ends of some 
lines".  As I suggested above, I think that the curious-puzzling "x" marks were 
simply chiastic boundary markers used to assist the reader/decoder in showing 
where to break up chiastic levels, where it might otherwise be a little difficult to 
figure out.  I now have chiastic splits at all the eight locations that Bessler marked 
with an "x", which symbol itself is inherently chiastic about its center.  If there is a 
chiastic level split, there must be a split at the location of its chiastic counterpart, 
even if Bessler didn’t mark it with an x.  The eight x's (from the original) were 
essential to my current chiastic analysis.  In my chiastic structure, there is now an 
introductory level ‘I’ which I have given a further label of ‘Only Reveal Later’.  This 
introductory level may correspond to the outermost wheel.  The level ‘0’ may 
correspond to the containing cylinder of the bearing.  The nine levels, 1-9, may 
correspond to Bessler's use of nine just barely fitting intermediate rollers in his 
bearings. 

Going through all those levels produces a new type of wheel which is glorious in 
power production.  I note that the center of Bessler's little book would be at levels 
‘A’ and ‘B’.  The chiastic level ‘A’ may indicate the central roller of Bessler's very low 
friction roller bearing.  The chiastic level ‘B’ may indicate that glorious power 
‘radiates’ from all such wheels, because of the power delivered to them by the 
Bessler principle.  The chiastic level ‘B’ is an important chiastic center for 
Apologia.  I probably should not call it the chiastic level ‘B’, since strictly speaking 
that center is itself not chiastic, but I am ignoring the subtlety.  It is a chiastic gem.  
The chiastic poetic structure is quite appropriate both for the Bessler principle and 
the Orffyrean roller bearing. 

It may behoove people interested in Bessler's thoughts on these subjects to 
study the chiastic centers within Apologia and especially Bessler's little book.  
Bessler's little book goes through a hierarchy of concepts.  The chiasms of the rest of 
Apologia may suggest some details for the concepts in Bessler's little book.  It may 
have been that the other chiasms served to help lead the thorough poet to Bessler’s 
little book. 

The Wheel Revealed.  The wheel is not fully invented or revealed until its 
most basic properties are known and completely understood.  At the very chiastic 
center of Bessler's 1716/1717 book, Bessler says that a wheel appears.  The wheel 
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appearing may be the glorious rotating nucleus.  It represents, with its internal 
presence, all rotating nuclei, atoms, molecules, wheels, planets, stars, etc.  Those 
statements and surrounding statements are well worth reading and pondering, as 
there is much information in them for those who have indications of what he is 
talking about symbolically.  If one wants more understanding about the Bessler 
principle or the Orffyrean roller bearing, then one might want to read Bessler's 
writing, somewhat as one should be reading the scriptures.  One should put a lot of 
effort into the reading (likening them unto one's own situations/experiences), if one 
wants to get benefit from them.  Little effort expended in understanding and 
applying them, typically results in getting little benefit from them.  One needs to do 
or apply things to actually learn them.  That is how the scriptures are often 
symbolically encoded.  That agrees with the basic Bessler principle that something 
must be put into the system, if one wants to receive greater output.  One typically 
needs to reread Bessler's writings (especially his little book), as new things will 
occur to the reader, when studied further.  One needs to build the Orffyrean roller 
bearings to really learn of the wheel. 

Some Little Book Analysis 
Some Word Analyses.  Bessler wrote, "A driver drives. A runner runs. The 

seer sees. The buyer buys."  See p. 225 of PM97.  Whether a person is a driver with 
wheels on opposite sides or a runner having two legs or a seer with two eyes, a 
balanced effort is required for benefit to be derived.  A buyer cannot buy, if he has 
nothing to exchange for that which is bought.  The exchange is not perfectly 
simultaneous, but almost so.  The Bessler principle works in a balanced way with 
rotational effort expended to obtain rotational results.  Nothing could be obtained, if 
nothing were expended.  The Bessler principle would not provide additional 
rotational kinetic energy, if there were not initially currency of initial angular 
velocity or initial rotational kinetic energy.  Gravitons spat upward from below are 
expended and they like poltergeists penetrate through locked doors.  See Bessler's 
symbolic writings on p. 225 of PM97.  Because the dog somehow creeps over-
through the hoop, there is no slipping friction contact with the hoop and no slipping 
friction contact with any of his protruding pads on any of his feet.  So too is the 
bearing stress distributed without slipping friction contact with all of the lobes (in 
turn) coming from all of the rollers in Bessler's bearing.  It is a highly cooperative 
distributive effort with large contact angles with different parts of the lobes or pads 
taking the burden with progressing time.  Different rollers or dog legs may only 
take slightly varying amounts of stress at different times.  A pat on the dog's paws 
would be a torque (with only rolling friction).  The cat-lattice of the wheel 
completely surrounds with frictional-teeth the rotating-energetic mice-nuclei and so 
the cat-lattice of the wheel acquires rotational kinetic energy. 

Bessler's Symbolic Writings.  Bessler wrote these translated words, "A great 
herd of fat, lazy, pump horses wanders aimlessly."  Again see p. 225 of PM97.  
Individual horses rotate at approximately the same rate as that in which a pretend 
herd of horses as a whole rotates.  Because of cat-teeth of electron wave-functions, 
we might now think of nuclei rotating at essentially the same rotational rate as the 
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wheel in which the nuclei are embedded.  He also wrote, "An anvil receives many 
blows."  See p. 225 of PM97.  This might cause the reader to carefully consider all 
the many downward blows that an anvil continually receives.  Bessler wrote a great 
many other things which I think become much easier to understand in hindsight, 
assuming one has a basic understanding of his principle and his very low friction 
mechanical roller bearing invention.  His writings indirectly discuss a wide variety 
of physical phenomena.  If one has enough understanding, one acquires greater 
understanding, as one reads what he was writing about. 

As evidence for this sort of process, consider Bessler's 1716/1717 book of dual 
Hebraic-poetic vertically centered title (with approximate heights of largest letters 
shown), 

Apologi’sche Poёsie 
und 

Poetische Apologie 
Von seinem 

MOBILE PER SE 
und 

P E R P E T U U M 

MOBILE 
, which chiastically has Matthew 15 verse 16 near his book's beginning and end.  
That verse contains the translated words of Jesus, ’Are ye also yet without 
understanding?’ (after Peter had said, ‘Declare unto us this parable.’).  Bessler's 
book contains many poetic chiasms.  Again a chiasm is a pattern that repeats itself 
in the opposite order.  Even the title of his book has two second level chiasms.  Can 
you see them?  If not, the following may help you see the two second level chiasms. 

A  Apologi’sche 
AP  Poёsie 
APu  und 
AP  Poetische 
A  Apologie 
Von seinem 
M  MOBILE 
MP  PER SE 
MPu  und 
MP  PERPETUUM 
M  MOBILE 
Each ‘und’ and the ‘Von seinem’ were shown in small fonts, by Orffyreus, since 

they were not chiastic.  Each ‘und’ was at the center of a second level chiasm.  The 
‘Von seinem’ was between the two chiasms. 
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Having two second level chiasms in the title of Bessler's book did not occur 
accidentally.  The whole subject has many second level chiasms.  For example, the 
formation and absorption of the two-part graviton are a second level chiasm.  One 
may see that two opposite discrete ‘E fields’ form a ‘graviton’ and later from the 
‘graviton’ the two ‘E fields’ are separately removed by absorption.  Also, ‘two 
opposite charges’ contribute to form a ‘graviton’ so that later the ‘graviton’ is 
absorbed by ‘two opposite charges’.  A complete physical analysis of the symbols in 
Bessler's writings could take up volumes, as one would need to ask and answer all 
sorts of physical questions that he seems to indirectly suggest.  But a reader, who is 
familiar with his principle and his roller bearings, should be able to understand 
(with proper pondering or rereading) many things that are going on in his symbols.  
His symbols often simultaneously convey information on several different levels.  It 
also seems that over and over again Bessler tells us (or paints for us pictures with 
brush strokes from a variety of different perspectives) what is going on, if we just 
have ears to hear what he is saying or eyes to see what he is showing us. 

Bessler wrote, "For greed is an evil plant."  See p. 225 of PM97.  The Bessler 
principle is a principle of growth.  It demands energy-greed or thrifty low-friction to 
grow the rotational kinetic energy.  It requires a well-nourished sprouting plant for 
it to grow.  Bessler's wheels may be compared to living things.  Even the surfaces of 
Bessler's very low friction roller bearings were curiously grown so that they would 
have an attribute of very low friction. 

Some Bearing Background.  Bessler mentioned the replacing of bearings for 
massive millstones in his Apologia.  See p. 26 of PM97.  He remarked on the 
inventiveness of the master-millers.  In hindsight, Bessler might have been giving 
us a subtle hint that his invention was greater than the inventiveness of the 
master-millers.  His bearings could carry heavy loads and did not need to be 
replaced, for a very long time with proper care.  Millstones were extremely heavy.  
As a large amount of energy is wasted in wearing down normal bearings, then 
friction would be reduced if that source of waste could be eliminated.  That would 
also be a net power saving.  Not only that, for very-low friction, it could put us into 
such a low friction regime that the Bessler principle could be directly observed, thus 
being a source of great power.  Such a very-low friction bearing capable of carrying 
massive loads would require pure rolling without slipping.  A lobe must follow a 
predetermined path like we consider a planet to follow.  It must do this so that 
there is no internal wearing in the bearing.  In his bearings, Bessler completely 
avoided the great friction associated with the symbolic millstones. 

Bessler's Roller Bearings.  These are my current guesses about Bessler's 
roller bearings.  Bessler's bearings had totally synchronized internal motion and so 
could be compared to one of the clocks/watches that he built (see pp. 24 and 28 of 
PM97) but with a much different construction process.  The Orffyrean roller 
bearing is like an intricate-highly-coordinated yet-sublimely-simple dance.  The fine 
internal rotational motions within his wheels are (like a clock) suggestive of a fine 
internal dance.  Bessler could dance, as he wrote in Apologia.  See p. 24 of PM97.  
Bessler could replace the bearings on millstones.  Again see p. 26 of PM97.  
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Regarding Bessler’s roller bearings and his wheels, there was much mentioning in 
Apologia about Bessler moving or his being on the move.  Movement was 
important to his invention.  I think that the basic idea of his invention was that he 
was able to form his very low friction roller bearings by asymmetrically growing 
tough, minute, very-high-quality steel lobes on his surfaces which rolled within 
carved out tough, minute, very-high-quality steel lobe-holes.  Such an unusual 
growth process might seem anti-intuitive but there are strong suggestions in his 
writings that he got much help from God, after he did all that he could do.  For 
example, see p. 29 of PM97. 

Formation Mixture Hints.  I think that there were some subtle hints within 
episodes from Bessler’s personal history described in Apologia that are in regard 
to Bessler’s formation mixture.  Bessler mentioned that he rescued a man (having 
two huge ewers with him) from drowning, by Bessler at great personal risk also 
going into the liquid substance (pond water) to rescue the man by dragging the man 
up onto dry land.  See p. 25 of PM97 or see p. 257 of AP08.  With help from God 
and with Bessler’s orders to the coachman (to go up and away), Bessler and his new 
bride were saved from drowning in a liquid substance (river water) after their coach 
slipped downward into the river and floated downstream for an hour.  See pp. 30-31 
of PM97 or see p. 270 of AP08.  Regarding the use of the formation mixture, 
Bessler was twice rescued form press-gangs.  He became “afraid at the sound of 
gunfire”.  On the second occasion he was let “in one door of the convent and out the 
other” so he could escape from the press-gang.  See pp. 24-25 of PM97 or see p. 257 
of AP08. 

Asymmetric Lobe Lobe-Hole Growth.  Finely-ground-up ferromagnetic 
meteorite/iron spheres would be preferentially attracted to and held in place next to 
the lobe side, as that side would tend to provide greater exposure to magnetic 
outcroppings.  Often there is sudden contact with tiny yet-slightly-larger gunpowder 
spheres on the opposing lobe-hole side.  All the spheres are suspended in a liquid 
substance (mercury) during growing cycles, to keep things moving during bearing 
surface formation.  The sudden contact could cause a tiny explosion, which could 
asymmetrically carve out more on the lobe-hole side and add a very high quality, 
tough, steel to the opposing lobe side.  The steel would be of very high quality, since 
the largest prior magnetic outcroppings would tend to be removed.  The tough steel 
may have also been slightly flexible and able to convey stresses without breaking.  
Bessler wrote, "The bow twangs."  Though solid, the bow conveys stresses without 
breaking.  The twanging also refers to fine small motions. 

Local Finest Steel Production.  Bessler specifically mentioned "Without 
such things as sulphur, salt, and mercury all things will come to a standstill".  See 
p. 225 of PM97.  We might also translate it, "Without such things as sulphur, salt, 
and mercury”, ‘all things soon run to waste’.  I suppose that the "salt" might refer to 
the ingredient saltpeter (or nitrate of potassium, KNO3) used within tiny spheres of 
gunpowder, almost as small as the finely-ground-up ferromagnetic meteorite and 
iron spheres.  Very-finely-ground-up charcoal and sulphur would also be needed to 
make the fine ignition gunpowder.  Like a gun explosion chamber, the dense liquid-
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mercury metal could help keep the tiny gunpowder capsules in place, when 
suddenly struck by one or more tiny ferromagnetic spheres, as a lobe comes down 
and rolls upon a lobe-hole.  The surrounding mercury could then form a micro-
miniature gun barrel.  Bessler wrote, "The shotgun shoots." as seen on p. 225 of 
PM97.  The magnetic domains of the formed steel would be very tiny or fine, having 
been specifically broken up by the tiny explosion and ‘non-bullet’ shot at point blank 
range.  The quality of steel that Bessler produced was of the highest quality, as it 
was locally produced at the very finest of levels.  The properties of materials can 
greatly change when they are broken up at the finest of levels.  One can think of 
how the finest steel swords are produced or were produced by repeatedly folding 
and beating the material to break up the magnetic domains.  Bessler seems to have 
gone far beyond that process by the local production of the finest grade of steel.  His 
production process avoided the huge anvil, since his anvil blows were delivered on 
nearly the smallest of scales. 

Mercury Poisoning.  It seemed that nothing was beyond the capabilities of 
Bessler.  But it is also possible that Bessler suffered from exposure to mercury or 
mercury vapor (from the explosions).  Nowadays, we should use robots, where the 
manufacturing procedures are hazardous or dangerous.  We should collect the 
mercury vapor so that we are not poisoned.  The mercury vapor should not be 
released into the environment. 

Flail for Bearing Formation.  Bessler probably used a modified flail to 
exercise/form his bearings as he wrote, "The flail would rather be with the thresher 
than the scholar."  See p. 225 of PM97.  The swingle bearing joint of a flail in the 
hands of a thresher would not experience such abuse as in Bessler's hands, because 
of the many tiny explosions, when Bessler caused the swingle end to go around and 
around.  The hard hits and many explosions were needed to form the bearing.  See 
the flail-like object in Fig. 6.  After those tiny explosive balls of gunpowder were 
almost completely used up in their micro-explosions, he would have injected new 
material into the bearing for the next cycle.  It might be that the rest of Apologia 
could contain information about how many times fresh energetic material was 
injected into the bearing being formed.  Too many cycles could weaken the outer 
wall (by growth of the holes in them) or (since the holes are not very deep) much 
more likely could cause the lobes on separate rollers to collide, if the lobes grow 
beyond the roughly half of the one degree of separation between the rollers with 
respect to the center of the central roller.  I suspect there may have been at least 
three fiery cycles (of exhausting the fiery mixture) to form the roller bearing since 
Matthew 26:44 and Bessler makes many references to the scriptures in for example 
his declaration of faith.  I could not find him specifically referring to that scripture 
but it would fit his pattern.  As our Lord then suffered even more, prior to his death, 
three fiery cycles may be a lower bound.  Bessler may not have made direct 
reference to the scripture, so as not to make the situation too obvious.  A simpler 
procedure might be to form the bearing, with as many cycles as necessary, just until 
it has the smallest binding and then wear/break off any interfering lobe ends.  A 
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pre-estimate for the number of cycles would help reduce false alarms of premature 
stopping. 

 
Fig. 6.  Flail for forming/rotating Orffyrean roller bearing. 

Blind Leading Blind.  The formation materials could be completely flushed 
out after the last fiery formation cycle.  The completed bearings would have very 
little friction, as the grown lobes would roll without slipping inside the carved out 
steel lobe-holes.  With blind guiding eyes, the blind lobes would be lead down into 
the lobe-holes (Matthew 15:14), because of the exact positioning of the portions of 
the rollers that were touching by rolling without slipping.  I think that Bessler's 
Apologia declares a parable of Matthew 15:13-14 (regarding bearing formation) 
and much more, if we are with understanding.  See the two level chiastic references 
to Matthew 15:16 that Bessler gives.  By that I mean that he chiastically provides 
the references near the beginning and then in the opposite order near the end of 
Apologia. 

Formation of Molds.  I think that the cylinders could be made from clay 
molds that he previously found were suitable for forming precise rotationally-
symmetric objects from molten metal.  One way to form cylindrical molds might be 
to use rotations to drill or carve out the needed shapes from hardened clay.  That 
way could be very accurate, since it would not give a chance for deformation of the 
clay, during the hardening process or during the removal of a model from the clay.  
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Also, fewer instances of pouring out of molten metal would be needed with multiple 
cylinders made from a single large piece of clay.  That could avoid extra times of 
heating the metal.  Possibly the clay could have been made from volcanic or pumice 
rock by very finely grounding the rock.  Such clay might be able to withstand the 
high temperatures associated with molten iron.  After cooling the cylinders, the clay 
molds could be carefully broken, scrubbed, and washed away from the rotationally 
symmetric metal objects.  There might have been simpler solutions to the hardened 
clay problem by using fine refractory bricks used in the lining of furnaces for the 
smelting of iron.  Bessler might have needed such materials to be able to melt iron 
in a crucible. 

Length of Intermediate Cylinders.  How long were Bessler’s intermediate 
cylinders?  If we don’t have a historical hint according to a little less than the length 
of his bearings (sans central roller cylinder/axle), then we can look to his final figure 
for information about that question.  See Fig. 2 or Fig. 4 for clues.  Considering the 
symbolic figure as somewhat three-dimensional, the length of the intermediate 
cylinders might be the length of a wedge edge plus an R on each end to account for 
the two end regions, where lobes and lobe-holes can’t be formed, as we will later see 
from the spacers.  With R being the radius of an intermediate cylinder, with R also 
being the thickness of the outer white ring (where lobes and lobe-holes can’t be 
formed), with 2R being the radius of the innermost dark circle (or radius of the 
central cylinder/roller), with 3R being approximately the radius of the dark ring 
beyond it (or 3R being the distance that the centers of the intermediate cylinders 
are from the center of the bearing), with 4R being the radius of the inner bearing (or 
the inside radius of the containing cylinder), and with 8R (measuring about 14mm 
on the copy of the original figure shown on p. 189 of PM97) being the diameter of 
the inner bearing (or the inside diameter of the containing cylinder), then I roughly 
estimated the length of a wedge edge to be 2.5 containing cylinder inside diameters 
(measuring about 35mm on the copy of the original figure shown on p. 189 of 
PM97).  Thus, an intermediate cylinder would have an approximate length of 2R + 
(2.5)*(8R) = 22R. 

Center Pins Not Necessary.  I am thinking that the end covering plates 
during bearing formation did not rely on center pins for keeping the intermediate 
cylinders in their proper locations during surface formation.  Constraint pins for 
each interior cylinder would be more difficult to construct and would be less 
accurate than inserting thin pieces of tough constraining metal to define space 
between the intermediate cylinders.  I think that, for reasons of efficiency and 
accuracy, Bessler avoided using center pins in the intermediate cylinders for 
keeping the intermediate cylinders aligned. 

Metal Spacers Allow Angular Constraint.  Thus, to have very small angular 
errors in the placement of the intermediate cylinders with the least difficulty, I am 
thinking that he only used identical thicknesses of thin sturdy metal plates to 
separate the intermediate cylinders at their ends, which nine pieces of metal on 
each end were somehow attached to an end annulus to hold them in place.  The 
metal thickness was chosen to span approximately 1.05756° with respect to the 
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center of the bearing.  He could have formed the thin metal by rolling of heated iron.  
Using iron for the thin metal spacer plates would not provide an unequal wearing 
advantage between the intermediate iron cylinders and the thin spacer plates. 

Dog Constraint.  The iron spacer plates can withstand the friction during 
initial bearing formation, especially if lubricated with mercury from the formation 
mixture.  I think he used thin iron spacer-plates because of Bessler’s words, "The 
dog creeps out of his kennel just as far as his chain will stretch." on p. 225 of PM97.  
That portion was under the chiastic animal portion because it dealt with constraint 
of a moving entity.  An intermediate roller/cylinder was being compared to a moving 
but constrained dog.  The dog was kept from wandering too far away from its proper 
relative angular location.  Since chains are typically made of metal the constraint 
should be a metal constraint.  Iron would be a tough reasonable constraint. 

Constraint Plates Locally Prevent Lobe Growth.  The very thin iron 
constraint plates on the bearing ends would have prevented growth of the lobes on 
the very ends of the intermediate cylinders, where there is rubbing with the 
constraint plate metal spacers.  How far did Bessler insert the very thin iron plates 
into the intermediate cylinders so as to provide space and prevent lobe growth?  
There is a suggestion from his final figure that he inserted them a distance of R, 
which is also the radius of an intermediate cylinder.  See Fig. 2 or Fig. 4 for clues.  
That suggestion is according to the thickness of the outermost ring.  According to 
the cleverness of his final figure, that thickness appears to simultaneously provide 
two or three specifications for his bearing.  

Assembly of Interior Cylinders.  First, he may have inserted identical-
thickness thin-spacer iron-plates between the nine intermediate cylinders (on their 
ends to a distance of R) and then bound the interior cylinders together.  If they did 
not fit together properly, he could have polished the appropriate pieces before trying 
again.  They had to fit together properly before being bound. 

Tin Annuli.  Only later would he have placed each end of the bound cylinders 
in an annulus of molten tin of depth greater than R.  The molten tin must not touch 
the cylinders.  Tin is light and has a very low melting point.  Tin is stronger than 
lead, has a lower density than lead, and has a lower melting point than lead.  Iron 
has a much higher melting point than tin.  At the melting point of tin, there would 
be no danger of the molten tin melting the thin iron plates.  The length of the thin 
iron plates was at least about 3R.  The width of the thin iron plates was likely 
slightly less than R.  The inner radius of each tin annulus was likely slightly less 
than 2.5R.  The outer radius of each tin annulus was likely slightly less than 4R, 
which was the radius of the containing cylinder so that the center of the tin annulus 
would not move around much during initial bearing formation.  The other tin 
annulus was similarly formed.  The containing cylinder (of inside radius 4R) thus 
somewhat served as a constraint for the two end tin annuli. 

Tin Annuli Gaps and Grooves.  The inner radial gaps in the tin annuli would 
allow greater means for later pressing the formation mixture into the inner regions 
of the intermediate cylinders prior to exercising/forming the bearings.  Nine grooves 
on the outer portion of each annulus of tin (one for each outer gap between the 
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intermediate cylinders) would allow means for later pressing the formation mixture 
into the outer regions of the intermediate cylinders prior to exercising/forming the 
bearings.  It would be relatively easy to make grooves in tin.  That is how I guess he 
formed the tin annuli, which held the thin iron spacer plates in place during initial 
formation. 

Cylinder Insertion.  If the bound interior cylinders and tin annuli couldn’t 
begin to fit into the heated containing cylinder, then the containing cylinder could 
have its interior surface polished a little more.  The insertion of the interior 
cylinders into the containing cylinder would require heating of the containing 
cylinder. 

Iron Annuli.  An iron annulus of inner radius slightly more than 2R and outer 
radius slightly less than 4R would have been made for each end.  Each iron annulus 
would not extend outward in length to the end of the central cylinder so that the 
bearing could be exercised during its formation.  During growth of the bearings, 
there could be very slight inward pressure on each iron end annulus, which could be 
separated by a thin layer of formation mixture from each tin annulus.  Each tin 
annulus could be held in place by the inward pressure, as it held the nine thin 
constraint plates in place between the ends of the nine pairs of adjacent cylinders.  
That inward pressure could be so the end spacer plates don’t slip out or away 
during the bearing formation.  The points, at which the inward pressure could be 
applied to each iron end annulus, could slip over the outer surface of the iron 
annulus.  By the close fit, the iron annulus on each end would make sure that little 
formation mixture escaped during bearing formation. 

Iron Annulus Protruding.  The placed iron annulus on each end would need 
to extend further than the end of the containing cylinder by more than the 
thickness of the tin annulus.  Whether or not the tin annulus is present, having 
such an extent would allow later removal of the protruding iron annulus by directly 
pulling on it.  The iron annulus would need to be removed, when it is time to 
replenish the formation mixture. 

Removing Iron Annuli.  When removing an iron annulus, hold it upward, 
while slowly twisting back and forth, to not help dislocate the tin annulus on that 
end.  When doing so, the bottom iron annulus should be held in place using wires.  
When removing the second iron annulus, the tin annulus on the bottom end would 
need to be held in place using wires, assuming that it has not come out already.  
Once a tin annulus comes out it probably need not be put back in, since by then the 
surfaces should hold the cylinders in the correct location. 

When new formation mixture is pressed in, Bessler may have used wires to hold 
the tin annulus on the exit end in place, unless the tin annulus already came out. 

Bearings Unlubricated.  Bessler mentioned that the ordinary bearings for 
millstones needed to be replaced.  Again see p. 26 of PM97.  Bessler's bearings were 
of a very special type that might not need to be replaced for a very long time as long 
as good care was taken of them and they were never lubricated.  No lubrication 
must ever be applied to Bessler's bearings.  Bessler gave subtle hints that his 
bearings were unlubricated.  The ideas that Bessler at some times "drank only 
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water" p. 24 of PM97 and "ate sparingly of only the plainest foods" p. 29 of PM97 
might suggest superior-low-friction of plain rolling of steel over steel without 
slipping.  Adding lubrication to such special steel bearings would add friction to 
them by the surface tension of the lubricant and the blockage of material motion by 
the lubricant.  Bessler’s approach, to solving the mechanical friction problem, was 
an amazing bare bones approach (see p. 258 of AP08) with all the parts arranged 
just right.  Also the sights and smells were all associated with the proper 
arrangement of what he intended to sell.  Bessler produced remarkably very low 
friction mechanical roller bearings.  Many ‘saw’ the self-powered Kassel wheel in 
operation for about two months.  I think that Bessler neither lubricated his 
bearings nor even touched his bearings at any time during the special 54 day trial 
(two weeks sealed-room continuous-operation plus six weeks sealed-room 
continuous-operation meaning nearly eight weeks total) of the Kassel wheel (pp. 16, 
20, 96-97, and 101 of PM97).  He would not have dared to lubricate them and 
greatly increase their friction.  The bearings that Bessler invented were a new class 
of bearings, which bearings might almost be compared to the bearings within the 
Liahona, which device also came from God.  See 1 Nephi 16:10; 16:28-29; Alma 
37:38.  Bessler's bearings would have less friction than the low friction Rolamite 
bearings, since there would not be any sheet material that would be subjected to 
bending, slipping, and wearing out.  

Repairing His Bearings.  Bessler spoke indirectly of how his very-long-lasting 
bearings could be repaired, if need be.  See the answer to his tenth question found 
in AP08 pp. 297-298 and 108 (German).  He indicated that his machine could be 
repaired, even while it was operating.  What I think he meant by that was that his 
bearings could be repaired, even while they were being used.  He could have done 
that by either blowing in enough fine mist of his formation mixture into an end of 
his bearings or tossing in enough tiny amounts of his formation mixture into an end 
of his bearings.  There should be a stop to application of the formation mixture 
when lobe ends hit other lobe ends.  Then the hitting/touching lobe ends would need 
to be worn off with use and cleaning.  He could have slowly cleaned out the used 
formation mixture using enough fine mist of water and air.  Nowadays we would 
generally not do repair work in the manner that he suggested because of the danger 
of mercury contaminating the environment.  There might be exceptions for ore 
processing cases, where mercury is explicitly being used to process the ore and 
produced vapors are vacuumed out during bearing repair.  The airborne mercury 
situation would need to be carefully considered.  Nowadays we would generally 
remove the bearings and repair them in a mercury containing enclosure by 
exercising them with formation mixture throughout the interior of the bearings, 
until lobe ends hit lobe ends.  Then the hitting lobe ends would need to be worn off 
with use and cleaning, making sure that mercury did not escape into the 
environment.  In hindsight, the answers that Bessler provided to either his first 
question AP08 pp. 296 and 105 (German) or his tenth question should have made it 
very clear that his invention really was his special type of bearing.  He was telling 
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the truth in his answers to those questions, even though the answers seemed a little 
hard to comprehend. 

Hiding His Secret.  Bessler used the most lackluster terms in referring to his 
bearings or his iron bearings.  Bessler, as a true magician, put all the emphasis on 
the smashing of his wheels, when he destroyed them.  When a magician performs 
for an audience, the attention of the audience is often directed away from those 
secret things which the magician is hiding.  The astute member of the audience 
should consciously direct his or her own attention away from where it is being 
directed and look for those ‘hidden’ things.  That is necessary to provide clues about 
what is really going on.  Bessler never openly said, ‘I think I should save these 
bearings, as they might come in handy for another project.’  He smashed his wheels 
in outrageous fashion without the merest mentioning of the bearings.  Still, one can 
be sure that Bessler privately saved his wonder bearings.  He always focused 
attention away from that which he was ‘hiding’ the most.  His bearings were often 
out in plain sight but this hiding situation explains such things, as why he had his 
own guards to watch the guards.  He wasn't concerned as much about the guards 
looking inside or taking the wheel itself, as he was concerned about the guards 
taking his bearings.  If the guards were kept from looking inside, they would be less 
likely to consider taking his bearings.  It is amazing that no one seemed to notice 
that Bessler's tiny roller bearings could allow the rapid rotation of such massive 
loads without heat building up in them or their ever burning out.  Bearing 
replacement is common for massive wheels, as he may have indirectly implied by 
his learning techniques for replacing bearings for millstones, again p. 26 of PM97. 

Bearing Geometry.  See Fig. 7 for the bearing geometry.  I think that the 
radius, R, of each of the nine intermediate rollers (or cylinders) was precisely half 
the radius of the central roller, 2R, so that the grown hole and lobe-hole opposite 
patterns could be quickly transferred to all the opposing surfaces, with those 
forming patterns distributed or spread throughout the entire bearing.  Bessler 
wrote, "Even the things we eat do not lose their elemental influence -- for it spreads 
itself through every limb and sinue of our bodies."  See p. 225 of PM97.  The 
containing cylinder had an inner radius, 4R, which was precisely four times the 
radius of an intermediate roller.  If I am misreading Bessler's messages, then 
someone else would need to correct my errors.  I suspect that I am not wrong, as 
these ratios may be roughly seen in the small bearings actually shown in the 
diagram at the end of Bessler's book (p. 189 of PM97) or see the above Fig. 2.  It is 
almost as if he symbolically told us the answer over and over again (in many 
different ways), but in case we somehow missed understanding his many messages 
or all his brush strokes, he is just making one last attempt to directly show us what 
is going on, if we just have eyes to see.  Observe the bell ringer playing the nine 
bells from below with two hammers on p. 195 of PM97.  Also with respect to his 
principle, the angles of the two hammers are different, suggesting different torques.  
The two hammers can strike the bells at different times, suggesting the two 
attractive blows from below by the two-part graviton.  In comparison to the bell 
ringer, the nine intermediate rollers have lobes and lobe-holes which provide 
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upward bearing blows at various times, of two different types (hole-blows and lobe-
blows). 

 
Fig. 7.  Roller bearing cylinder geometry. 

Nine Intermediate Rollers.  Bessler found that nine such intermediate 
rollers would just fit, as long as the lobes were not grown so large that they begin to 
collide with lobes of neighboring intermediate rollers.  Somewhat like opposing 
“shadow-boxers” (or more appropriately his untranslated German words 
‘Luftspringer Federfechter’ which I like the more literal ‘Acrobatic feather fencers’ 
so as to not deviate from the ninth or Animal chiastic level and to also maintain the 
acrobatic fine/delicate lobe-like symbolism) the lobes would just pass by each other 
in the dark without actually hitting each other.  If hypothetically or unworkably, 
such neighboring intermediate rollers of radius, R, just touched (prior to forming 
their surface), then the sine of half a roller angle (with respect to the center of the 
central roller) would have been R/(R+2R) = 1/3.  See Fig. 8 which is similar to 
http://www1.iwvisp.com/LA4Park/Fig9_Roller_Angles.TIF (or 
Fig9_Roller_Angles.JPG) for that relationship.  With trigonometric/scientific 
calculators available on many modern computers, we can now easily compute in 
degrees the arcsine angle or rather the inverse sine of 1/3 using a few keystrokes.  
This would have been a considerable mathematical challenge for Bessler in 1712.  It 
is possible for people today with access to such modern calculators to easily 
determine that nine such rollers could just fit, since 360/(2(arcsine(1/3))) ≈ 
9.244412735 > 9.  Bessler claimed he became "successively a Cleric, a Doctor and 
finally a Mathematician".  See p. 24 of PM97.  We should now begin to understand 
why Bessler could properly make this claim about becoming a Mathematician, even 
if he didn’t do the calculation to as many digits as we can now easily do.  I think 
that calculating the thickness of the constraint plates would have required a 
Mathematician.  Bessler could have avoided some of that calculating by 
progressively rolling thinner iron plates, which he could have tried portions, to see 
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if they worked.  Still we know that Bessler “made many calculations” (see p. 29 of 
PM97 or see p. 268 of AP08). 

 
Fig. 8.  Intermediate roller bearing angles. 

Bessler could have put nine such intermediate rollers around his central roller 
with a total of about ((360/(2(arcsine(1/3)))) – 9)*2(arcsine(1/3)) = 360 – 
18*(arcsine(1/3)) ≈ 9.51803° to spare or about 9.51803°/9 ≈ 1.05756° of separation 
between each neighboring intermediate roller.  See Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 for depictions.  
He had about a degree to spare between each roller but he had to be very careful 
with that degree as it was required for his surface growth.  Each roller could grow 
outward by about half a degree.  He didn't have much room to spare.  Once Bessler 
somehow figured out the proper relationships or how to capture these very detailed 
relationships, it must have been quite challenging for him to carry out such 
accurate/precise work in the early 1700's.  Bessler used a pair of roller bearings to 
rotationally support each of his wheels.  One of Bessler's roller bearings was only 
three-quarters of an inch in outside diameter.  See pp. 20, 110, and 162 of PM97.  
His roller bearings were like mini-marvelous miracles.  John Collins estimated that 
a wheel weighing 700 pounds was carried by the bearings.  See p. 20 of PM97. 
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Fig. 9.  Initial Orffyrean roller-bearing geometry. 

 
Fig. 10.  Low-friction Orffyrean steel-roller-bearing. 

Orffyreus.  The lobes, the lobe-holes, and the tiny spheres used in the 
formation of his bearings were some reasons why Bessler took on a pseudonym of 
Orffyreus, but there are many other reasons associated with the macroscopic and 
microscopic behavior of things (from rotating sphere-like objects within atoms to 
rotating planets) which I think he symbolically discussed in his writings.  If one 
puts the 26 letters of the alphabet on the edge of a horizontal axis great circle of an 
orb or sphere, then going directly through the center will map between "Bessler" 
and "Orffyre".  Each Orffyrean lobe-hole could be somewhat like an orifice.  The lobe 
and corresponding lobe-hole surface patterns would be unique for each produced 
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roller bearing, as the patterns were locally grown somewhat as a plant is locally 
grown. 

Apologia.  All these things simultaneously give a defense of his gravity driven 
wheel and give a defense of his faith in his helpful God.  See the old definition of 
apology.  Bessler gave credit to his helpful God (see p. 29 of PM97) for helping him.  
I also give credit to my helpful God for helping me.  If one puts one's trust in the 
laws of physics, one may want to carefully consider the evidence of that trust or at 
least learn of the higher laws. 

Bearing Contact Angles.  My current best guess of the overall meaning for 
the rest of Bessler's large circle or O shaped diagram at the very end of his book (see 
p. 189 of PM97) is that it chiastically corresponds to ‘ORFFYREUM’ located on the 
first page (see p. 183 of PM97) of Bessler's book (after the dual second level chiastic 
title and starting the outermost chiastic part of the book).  The final figure 
symbolically gives various bearing specifications.  In the diagram the light wedges 
appear to point to the intermediate rollers of his bearings.  I think that the angles of 
the light wedges represent the total angle that an intermediate roller may be 
rotated relative to a fixed opposing surface over which an individual Orffyrean lobe 
(or an individual Orffyrean lobe-hole) stays in contact with the opposing surface. 

Lobes in Dark Space.  The other portions in black (with many tiny points of 
light showing) signify that individual-exposed Orffyrean lobes are not in contact.  
The lobes and lobe-holes are then out in the blackness of space (within the bearing) 
not bearing any load.  If one were to look in from an end of the Orffyrean roller 
bearing, I think that one would actually see tiny points of light, as tiny protruding 
Orffyrean lobes reflect light back out, especially if there is a source of light from the 
other end of the bearing.  Bessler’s final figure suggested several sources of light at 
the other end. 

Huge Bearing Contact Angles.  It is interesting that Bessler could have the 
Orffyrean lobes/holes of an intermediate roller in contact with its opposing surface 
over a large angle.  See Fig. 4 above.  Normally for an ordinary cylinder rolling 
inside another open ordinary cylinder, there is only a small amount of full contact.  
Ideally for a circle of radius R rolling inside a circle of radius 4R, there is only a 
single zero-extent angle of full load contact.  The radius R circle rotates through a 
zero degree angle for a point staying in full contact with the circle of radius 4R.  For 
real or actual cylinders, the contact angles can be larger than zero for protrusions, 
but those protrusions would tend to be smashed during the rolling process.  One 
could think of Bessler's rollers acting effectively at their original specifications (R or 
2R or 4R) but as the surfaces are transformed, the dimensions are changed to both 
larger and smaller values (because all the surfaces have lobes and lobe-holes).  
Bessler's intermediate cylinders did not slip because the lobes were within the same 
reoccurring opposing holes.  Bessler's protruding lobes were not smashed down 
because they were already locally flat as Orffyrean lobes rolled without slipping 
within slightly larger radius Orffyrean holes.  Many of the lobes on Bessler's 
intermediate cylinder were miraculously able to stay in continuous contact for about 
25°, which angle I suspect that Bessler initially determined from direct end on 
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observation of his roller bearings.  This would be an astounding amount of angular 
coverage for mere cylinders (by today's standards and especially for a year 1717 or 
1712), but they were not mere cylinders.  They were cylinders with specially-
modified/grown surfaces.  It was an amazing engineering feat then.  Even now it 
would still be an amazing mechanical engineering feat.  One cannot simply machine 
them with the finest and most precise machinery.  Bessler's tiny bearings could 
work well while having very low friction even while carrying very heavy loads. 

Gently Come, Roll, and Go.  To phrase it another way, I think that Bessler 
(or Orffyreus) was astoundingly claiming that he could attain about 25 continuous 
degrees of bearing-load angular-contact for many Orffyrean lobes or Orffyrean lobe-
holes on the surface of his intermediate rollers.  The angle would be measured 
relative to the opposing effective surface.  For example, an intermediate roller goes 
through about 25° of rotation relative to the (say stationary yet locally effective-
changing) containing cylinder, while an individual lobe or hole on the intermediate 
cylinder stays in load bearing contact with its counterpart on the containing 
cylinder.  They come gently together into strong contact without slipping and keep 
bearing the load over a huge angle, as they roll without slipping and then they 
gently depart (like a non-slipping pat on a paw rotates and lifts off).  Each lobe 
touches on one side of a lobe-hole, rotate-rolls across the lobe-hole, and then departs 
the touching from the other side of the lobe-hole.  There is large angular coverage in 
a runner's leg, in a driver's wheel, in a seer's eye, and in each of the dog's legs as the 
dog creeps over-through the hoop (and transfers stresses in the process).  The dog 
could roll forward on its stomach through the middle of a hoop for about 25° of 
angular coverage.  The huge instantaneous-support-regions of the intermediate 
rollers on the containing cylinder are shown in Fig. 11 for lobes in contact with their 
lobe-holes. 

 
Fig. 11.  Instantaneous mechanical support for the containing cylinder. 
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Calculation of Thickness of Spacer Plates.  The ideal thickness of the 
spacer plates (t) can be directly calculated, using either Fig. 7 or Fig. 10.  With C 
being the distance between centers of adjacent intermediate cylinders, then t = C – 
2R.  With respect to the center of the bearing, the angle between the centers of 
adjacent intermediate cylinders is 40° = 360°/9, since there are nine equally spaced 
intermediate cylinders.  Let A = B = 3R = the equal distances of the centers of 
adjacent intermediate cylinders to the center of the bearing.  That means C2 = A2 + 
B2 - 2ABcos(40°) = 2*9R2 - 2*9R2cos(40°).  Thus, t = C - 2R = R(3{2 – 2cos(40°)}.5 – 2) 
≈ R(.05212086). 

Relative Rotation Angle.  I previously measured the relative rotation angle 
that a lobe stays in contact with its lobe hole from the figure on p. 189 of PM97 to 
be about 25°.  See the assumed 25° angles of the three wedges in Fig. 2.  One can 
use half the thickness of the spacer plates to estimate that relative angle that a 
largest lobe can rotate through, while maintaining rolling without slipping contact 
with its lobe hole.  Why do I say half the thickness of the spacer plates?  A lobe on 
an intermediate cylinder can grow outward from the cylinder of radius R by at most 
a radius increment of about t/2 to insure that it not collide with some other lobe.  It 
could grow larger, if there happens to be no collision. 

An intermediate cylinder rotates without slipping through 720° as its center 
goes once around the inside containing cylinder.  Thus an adjacent following 
cylinder must rotate through an angle of 80° = 720°/9 so that its corresponding lobe 
lands precisely upon the lobe hole vacated by the first cylinder.  When the following 
cylinder has that identical lobe land in the hole that the first cylinder started from, 
then the initial cylinder during that time rotated through an angle of 80°.  The two 
identical lobes on adjacent intermediate cylinders thus have their cylinders rotated 
80° with respect to each other.  We are given 80° of relative offsets (9*80° = 720° = 
2*360°) and identical lobes on adjacent cylinders staying away from each other.  A 
grown lobe would thus not collide with one of its identically grown lobes located on 
an adjacent intermediate cylinder because of timings and angles. 

Calculation of Relative Rotation Angle.  The reader can skip the 
calculation in this paragraph of the relative rotation angle, if it is found to be too 
difficult.  The reader is encouraged to carefully consider the situation, since it gives 
understanding to Bessler’s rolling without slipping technology.  The surface partly 
grows slightly outward by about t/2.  There is a similar surface hole growth inward 
of the lobe-holes to a distance of about t/2.  The effective rolling radius of an 
intermediate Orffyrean cylinder would remain R.  If the surface that the grown 
intermediate Orffyrean cylinder rolled upon had been Orffyrean planar, then the 
cosine of half the relative angle (ψ) that the lobe rolled upon without slipping (from 
its maximum penetration within the lobe-hole to its middle Orffyrean planar 
surface) would be cos(ψ) = R/(R + (t/2)).  That is because the tangent “middle” plane 
from the cylinder of original radius R would intersect with the slightly grown 
cylinder surface of radius R + (t/2) at an angle of ψ on either side, corresponding to 
the rotated fully grown lobe surface just touching the middle of the tangent plane.  
The middle of the tangent Orffyrean plane corresponds to the boundary in the 
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Orffyrean plane between lobe growth and lobe-hole growth.  The complementary 
surface, which the Orffyrean lobes and lobe-holes roll upon, corresponds to a 
complete interchange between the Orffyrean lobes and the lobe-holes.  Thus, the 
portion of the Orffyrean plane that is in the middle corresponds to the place of 
reversal of the lobes and the lobe-holes.  If the R + (t/2) radius surface doesn’t touch 
or go beyond the middle of the Orffyrean plane, then the lobes can’t roll within lobe-
holes.  It is somewhat difficult to draw because of the very small value of t/2 
compared to R.  The total relative rotation angle would be 2ψ = 2*arccos(R/{R + 
(t/2)}) = 2*arccos(2R/{2R + t}) = 2*arccos(2/{2 + (3{2 – 2cos(40°)}.5 – 2)}) = 
2*arccos(2/{3{2 – 2cos(40°)}.5}) ≈ 25.88186°. 

Because of that calculation of the relative rotation angle, I tried on 20 Dec 2017 
to more carefully measure the angles of the wedges that Bessler drew in his final 
figure of Apologia.  Again see my drawing of the three wedges in Fig. 2 somewhat 
representing the actual figure on p. 189 of PM97.  I measured for the left wedge 
26.3°, 26.3°, & 25.5°, for the right wedge 25.0°, 26.1°, & 26.3°, and for the bottom 
wedge 26.0°, 25.5°, & 25.3°.  There seemed to be some subjectivity in taking the 
measurements, since the edges of the wedges were ragged or bumpy.  The average 
of these numbers happened to be about 25.8°, which is somewhat near that estimate 
that I found above.  I am thinking that either Bessler could have estimated-
measured the relative rotation angles from his bearings or he could have used a 
calculated heuristic-estimate such as the one that I made above. 

If we did the calculation of the relative rotation angle for rolling of an 
intermediate cylinder lobe with respect to the containing cylinder, then we would 
get a larger intersection angle than ψ but we would need to subtract the tangent 
angle of the containing cylinder at its intersection.  I haven’t done the calculation 
but I guess after doing the correction I might obtain an angle near ψ, which is the 
“straightened out” or relative planar calculation value.  Similarly if we did the 
calculation of the relative rotation angle for rolling of an intermediate cylinder lobe 
with respect to the central cylinder, then we would get a smaller angle than ψ but 
we would need to add the tangent angle of the central cylinder at its intersection.  I 
also haven’t done that calculation but I again guess after doing the correction I 
might obtain an angle near ψ, which is the “straightened out” or relative planar 
calculation value.  An angle of 2ψ is the estimated total relative-roll-angle of a 
“largest” lobe staying in contact with its lobe-hole. 

If Bessler had done some of these calculations by 1717 without the aid of a 
modern calculator, then that would have been more evidence that he was indeed a 
Mathematician, as he claimed to be. 

Ordinary Poetry.  The word ‘ORFFYREUM’ was within attempted ordinary 
poetry, which had both pair-wise end-word-rhyming and pair-wise syllable-
counting.  The title page (see p. 183 of PM97 or pp. 0-1 and 243 of AP08) poem 
transitions to the Hebraic or chiastic poetry of the book.  There is also more 
ordinary pair-wise poetry in the book but I think that it is the explicitly pair-wise 
chiasmus that is more important because of its assistance in decoding Bessler’s 
little book.  The ordinary poetry may have just kept people from searching more 
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deeply (for the important informative hidden poetry) as the ordinary poetry part 
was seemingly obvious.  Though the title suggests the idea, it probably never 
occurred to many people that they might benefit from looking for hidden poetry 
beyond the obvious poetry type.  There may also be a correspondence between 
Bessler's normal many nearly rhyming-counting poetry of adjacent (save in the 
declaration of faith) line pairs and the more usual aspects of gravity.  Gravity comes 
from many pairs of charges to form the many gravitons, and absorbs many 
gravitons by many charge pairs.  There might also be a similar correspondence 
between Bessler's spatially-separated two-part hidden-chiastic-poetry and the 
spatially-separated hidden two-part nature of the graviton. 

Large Number of Chiastic Levels.  I suspect that a portion of Bessler's book 
likely was chiastic to a large number of levels because of the large number of 
curiously listed Biblical references in Orffyreus's declaration of faith.  See pp. 228-
229 of PM97.  See pp. 310-314, 356-358, and 136-143 of AP08.  There were about 1 
+ 140 + 5 = 146 scriptural references.  There was one x after a scriptural reference.  
There were 4 + 2 = 6 NB’s.  There were 1 + 25 = 26 x’s in poetic comments 
associated with The ORFFYREUS Declaration of Faith.  I think that the levels were 
not chiastically associated with other portions found elsewhere in Bessler’s book, 
because I found a case of reasonable chiastic analysis just before the declaration of 
faith and I found another case of reasonable chiastic analysis just after the 
declaration of faith.  There might be on the order of (146 + 1 + 26)/2 = 173/2 ≈ 86 
chiastic levels associated with Bessler’s Declaration of Faith.  If there were two 
parallel chiasms, then the number of chiastic levels for each chiasm could be on the 
order of 86/2 = 43.  Many boundaries might not need to be marked by x’s, because 
they could be figured out from the context of their chiastic surroundings.  Bessler 
could have been working on the large level chiasm(s) long before he began to write 
his book.  He could have worked his way outward from the chiastic center(s) using 
scriptural references, notes, and markings.  The Book of Ether is an example of this 
technique of generating a large number of chiastic levels (say 105 levels), using in 
part a large list of things on one side of the chiasm.  In Bessler’s case the chiasms 
may be hidden because one must open up the scriptural references on the ends to 
see the chiastic evidences.  It would take a sort of faith to look for them.  I have not 
found them but I strongly suspect that they are there, because of poetic hints and 
chiastic indicators. 

Found Little of Available Chiasms.  I have mainly only dealt with the 
chiastic structure of Bessler's little book (within section XLVI), the next section 
(XLVII), the last section (LV) in Part One (just prior to the declaration of faith), the 
Prologue very near the beginning of Part Two, and the chiastic structure of the 
outside edges of Apologia found in its coversheet (front and back covers).  I suspect 
that each section of Apologia was chiastic.  I did what I figured were the top 
priority chiastic analyses.  I have done only a small portion of the chiasms that I 
think are available in Apologia.  I have left plenty of chiastic challenges for the 
discerning poet.  There are many available chiastic discovery opportunities.  Again, 
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I suspect that The Orffyreus Declaration of Faith is somehow chiastic to many 
levels. 

Chiastic Implications Beyond This World.  Here I think is the rest of the 
coversheet chiastic analysis of the two-part Apologia other than the two-part-two-
level chiastic title, Orffyreum, and the twice indicated scripture.  Because there is 
no chiastic boundary break beyond the chiastic world (there is an NB mark located 
at the uttermost end of his book), it suggests that the implications of Bessler’s book 
go far beyond this world.  See AP08 pp. 0-1 (German), 239-241 (German), 243, and 
353-354. 
(two-part-two-or-three-level chiastic title) 
all that the world in its curiosity wishes to know 
_ the Devil himself, the great enemy of Orffyreus 
_ _ (rest of coversheet chiastic structure) 
_ Wagner, the arch-defamer, braggart and libeller 
does not very soon give the world a proper working demonstration 

Huge Poetic Flag.  I think that all the chiasms (including on the visible 
coversheet) were a huge poetic flag right in front of anyone trying to learn his secret 
over the centuries.  Bessler intended that his writings would only be understood in 
hindsight (or after his invention was understood or built or sold).  We only now 
begin to understand these things, because we understand now what he was hiding 
and how he was hiding it.  It remains to be seen, if people can identify more details 
in the large number of chiasms that should still be available in Apologia and if the 
details provide any more information regarding his invention. 

Mass Powered Wheels.  A Bessler wheel (by means of the Bessler principle) 
received power from all the matter rotating within the wheel, with the rotational 
power delivered by the energetic two-part gravitons.  All the weights that Bessler 
put within his wheel contributed to power for the Bessler wheel.  The more massive 
a wheel meant more power was collected by the wheel, assuming that power was 
not lost to friction.  Bessler let people partly feel through a handkerchief an 
example of a weight from his wheel.  See pp. 79 and 131 of PM97.  The weight 
within the handkerchief correctly was a source of power for his wheel.  He just 
neglected to say that all the matter rotating in his wheel contributed to the 
continual power for his wheel.  This bit of magician showmanship took attention 
away from that which he was most interested in protecting (his roller bearings).  
Bessler had great invention hiding success, which in part was because of this 
example trick.  His highly-effective distracting ruse focused people to thinking what 
his weights were, how they were arranged, and how they moved.  Though serving 
Bessler's purpose, such concentration of effort on understanding the arrangements 
and dynamics of weights was a futile exercise for diversion purposes only, assuming 
one understands the Bessler principle.  Each of Bessler wheels had different 
properties and initial conditions so as to keep people distracted and not considering 
his bearings and his principle. 

Bessler attacked the greatest enemy of useful perpetual motion, namely 
rotational friction.  He didn't want people to know that he had overcome that 
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enemy, which enemy once disarmed allowed the Bessler principle to be globally 
though-not-locally apparent.  To produce a perpetual motion mobile, one would 
obviously need a very low friction system (principally low-friction roller bearings), 
but because of the hidden Bessler principle, nothing else was needed to have such a 
gravity-powered perpetual-motion mobile.  That properly concludes or ends the 
story's beginning. 

If Bessler did not have distracting moving weights within his wheels, and if 
Bessler had shown people the insides of his wheels, there would have been two 
unfortunate consequences.  Exposure of the center of the wheel (without the tight 
oiled covering) might have created slightly more air friction and slowed down his 
wheel somewhat.  More importantly, a wheel rotating continuously on "its own 
accord" (p. 28 of PM97) and even delivering a small steady amount of useful power 
would have caused people to think more carefully or deeply about what was going 
on.  They may have considered that their attempts to duplicate his wheel just 
wouldn't work.  They may have understood that it was not the massive wheel that 
was the real invention but rather his extremely-thrifty very-low-friction bearings 
that allowed rotational power collected from gravity (in the wheel) to not be drained 
away to friction more rapidly than it was collected.  He wrote in his little book 
parable, "For greed is an evil plant."  See p. 225 of PM97.  He would have also then 
needed to provide much more protection for his bearings, until he sold his complete 
wheel (including the bearings) for his very large asking price.  He might have said 
to a buyer, ‘You might as well take these iron bearings, if you do not have your own.  
They might be useful to you.’  It should be clear in hindsight that not exposing the 
interior of the wheel was a smart sales approach.  Nonetheless Bessler's sales 
approach was far from perfect.  He never sold a single wheel, because his asking 
price was much too high.  He probably should have tried to sell one of his wheels for 
a much lower price and charged people for the privilege of being instructed on how 
to make his very-low-friction roller bearings. 

In the special case where Bessler showed the interior of his moving wheel to 
Karl, the Landgrave of Hesse-Kassel (pp. 20 and 89 of PM97), Bessler let his 
distracting moving objects within his wheel do their job.  The internal moving 
weights made noise and vibration when they hit the inside edges of the wheel.  I 
suspect that he used eight cylindrical weights (pp. 131 and 194 of PM97) that slid 
along wire segments.  See Fig. 12.  Bessler wouldn’t let the later “officially 
appointed Commissioners” touch the ends of the cylindrical weights through the 
handkerchief, since I think that would have allowed them to feel the hole on each 
end.  If they could feel the holes on the ends of each cylindrical weight, then they 
would have realized that the weights simply slide back and forth along wires.  
These simple things likely focused Karl's attention on the visibly moving hitting 
weights.  It kept Karl's attention away from considering the many rotating massive 
entities (within the wheel) that were continually picking up rotational kinetic energy 
from gravity.  The visibly moving and audibly banging weights especially kept 
Karl's attention away from the bearings.  As objects rotated more rapidly within his 
wheels, they picked up more rotational energy by the Bessler principle.  As objects 
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collided with the edges of Bessler's wheel they lost some energy to 
friction/sound/vibration.  Bessler would not have dared to disable the internal 
movement of the weights within his wheel.  Without the internally moving weights, 
the wheel would have still worked but Karl would not have been as distracted. 

 
Fig. 12.  Likely simple-distracting mechanism within Kassel wheel. 

Saturn, Mars and Jupiter.  Bessler wrote, "Saturn, Mars and Jupiter are 
ready to join in any battle."  See p. 225 of PM97.  That could apply to the many 
battles to reduce friction from the central axle roller to the wheel:  (1) central roller 
axle, intermediate roller and containing cylinder and (2) many cases of a lobe-hole 
allowing a lobe to run over it so as to help rotate the large entity connected to the 
lobe.  That could also apply to the many fiery battles, for production of the bearing, 
by surface pattern formation and pattern transfer:  (1) gunpowder sphere, 
ferromagnetic sphere and Orffyrean lobe and (2) central roller, intermediate roller 
and containing cylinder.  That might even apply to the many battles to transfer 
energy from the graviton to the power productive wheel:  (1) slowly rotating 
fundamental charge-matter pair, two-pull graviton, and more rapidly rotating 
fundamental charge-matter pair, (2) more rapidly rotating finest-fundamental 
charge-matter pair, transfer of angular momentum, and more rapidly rotating 
nucleus, (3) more rapidly rotating nucleus, electron, and rotating atom, and (4) 
rotating atom, electron lattice structure, and rotating wheel. 

Orffyreus's Code Partly Decoded.  Collins in PM97 wanted someone to 
decode his Appendix A "The first encoded passage." and his Appendix B showing a 
large number of Biblical references contained in the section entitled “Orffyreus's 
declaration of faith."  Though I have not given the volumes of details associated 
with a proper decoding, I think that I have provided the key for decoding of those 
writings of Orffyreus.  I think that I have provided the basic chiastic structure 
within the masterful Bessler's little book (shown in that Appendix A of PM97).  I 
have provided many important hidden details, though others should be able to 
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provide many more details.  The main point of his writings was that he discovered a 
far reaching fundamental mechanical property of the wheel.  The wheel has not 
been fully invented until we have discovered its most important hidden property.  
Bessler was able to make the discovery of its most important hidden property by his 
very low friction invention.  I have explained why the Bessler wheels worked.  I 
have explained what Bessler's invention was.  I have given my current best guesses 
about many of the curious means by which he built his roller bearings.  If others 
spot errors that I have made or if they can provide more insight, they would be most 
welcome to pass along such information. 

Principles.  Bessler (Orffyreus) wrote in a 1723 letter, "I have in mind a great 
'Treatise on Mechanics' which I plan to publish, with many hundreds of machines 
and drawings that could be printed at my home. ... I have many different kinds of 
machine all running on different principles. They can be moved by weights, balls, 
springs, internal gears, internal water, oil, alcohol and wind."  See pp. 141-142 of 
PM97.  Though Bessler referred to many different principles, they all depended on 
a higher principle of all the rotating mass particles or fundamental charge pairs 
within each perpetual motion mobile obtaining more rotational power from gravity 
in the presence of low enough friction of the wheel. 

The meaning of the term perpetual motion has changed in the last 300 years.  
Now, with a modern-implanted circular argument to exclude the possibility, the 
term specifically excludes the external input of power.  Now the term excludes the 
input of continual power from gravity, which is currently mistakenly called an 
energy conservative force.  Bessler's many perpetual motion mobiles all used 
external continual power sources of the energy non-conservative gravity ‘forces’ or 
rather two-part attractive blows.  I think we need to go back to the older definition 
of perpetual motion, which allowed input of energy from gravity or the now 
understood two-parts of gravity.  When we reproduce modern versions of the 
Orffyrean roller bearings, we should replicate all the many perpetual motion 
machines that Bessler illustrated.  We would then be able to verify Bessler's many 
experimental arrangements and see for ourselves that Bessler was quite correct 
that it really was a triumph of the perpetual motion mobile.  If any parts of a 
perpetual motion mobile wear out, we would be allowed to replace such parts. 

Kassel Perpetual Motion Example.  Bessler's wheel at Kassel rotated at a 
rate of twenty-six turns in a minute, when its axle was unrestricted.  When it was 
hooked up to an Archimedean screw to raise water continuously, it only rotated at a 
rate of twenty turns a minute.  See p. 107 of PM97. 

Friction versus Angular Speed.  As with Bessler's four most notable wheels 
and modern day examples of the Bessler principle, there is typically a balance 
between angular speed and friction.  As wheels rotate faster about an axis, there 
could also be a greater separation of the fundamental charges rotating with respect 
to each other, which could increase the effectiveness of the Bessler principle.  
Within proper bounds, the angular speed is the friend of the Bessler principle but 
the Bessler principle has an enemy of friction. 
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I think that Bessler in his Apologia paints with multiple ‘brush strokes’ the 
connection between fire and his principle in his writings. 

Opposite Charges.  Animal fur (say from a dog or a cat) can be used in 
collecting charges.  Different materials can be used in extracting charges.  One can 
determine that there are opposite charges.  Bessler seemed to study everything, so 
it is possible that he could have done experiments related to determining that there 
are opposite attractive charges. 

Pre-decoding 
Below is only a partial translation/decoding of Bessler's little book.  A more 

complete translation/decoding could cause Bessler's little book to become a huge 
book when fully translated at multiple levels.  This current translation/decoding 
does not capture all my prior analysis comments.  Still, I wanted to try to capture as 
much as I could chiastically, analytically, and information-wise with respect to the 
decoding of Bessler's little book, while somehow flowing somewhat like a translated-
expanded little book might have been intended by Bessler.  Some words came from 
prior analyses.  Some words came from a prior translation attempt or Little Book 
Interpretation found in my paper "Some Thoughts on a Simple Explanation of 
Bessler's Wheel:  Bessler's Wheel Uncovered with an Interpretation of Bessler's 
Little Book - A Delayed Gift to the World" (24 July 2001 found in 
http://www1.iwvisp.com/LA4Park/BesslerWheelPaperHTM.htm). 

I think that I can now give a much better translation/decoding.  Since 2001, I 
think that I have improved my understanding of the chiastic structure, by making 
full use of Bessler's chiastic boundary markers.  I think that I now better 
understand how to construct or grow the Orffyrean roller bearing.  I think that I 
now better understand Bessler's principle.  Hopefully this will be a better 
translation-decoding-expansion of Orffyreus’s/Bessler's little book.  I still haven't 
looked for the large number of chiastic levels likely provided by Bessler's many 
Biblical references.  Nonetheless, I again strongly suspect that when they are 
sought out, they will be found.  Otherwise, I can't think of any other rationale for 
the many Biblical references.  When the many chiastic levels are found, I suspect 
that they will point out particular background details.  Those levels could supply 
peripheral parts of a further translation/decoding of Apologia.  I think that the 
chiastic analysis is a part of translation/decoding of Apologia. 

Bessler's wheels worked because of his principle but his principle was allowed 
to be manifest by his low friction principle/process of pure rolling without slipping 
orbs or Orffyreum.  That is, using Orffyreum in its construction and use allowed 
Bessler's principle to be manifest.  Bessler may have considered all the involved 
principles as different facets of a common principle or process of Orffyreum, but I 
will try to separate out the ideas so as to make it more clear what is being talked 
about.  I will try to use Orffyreum to denote the rotationally-orbed roller bearing 
formation/use process (since Bessler chiastically provided that association with his 
bearing-specification final-figure) and its method of construction.  Bessler's 
principle or Orffyreus's principle will refer to the rotationally-orbed principle of 
extraction of rotational kinetic energy from the two-part graviton.  It will also 
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include the low friction flow of the energy to its surroundings, though someone else 
might consider that to be part of the process of Orffyreum.  It can be a little tricky 
where one principle/process stops and another principle/process begins, since they 
are connected. 

Some modern terms will be used to assist in my current translation.  I will try 
to provide chiastic labels with some associated meanings.  In this translation, using 
the best available information about Bessler's invention and its means of 
construction, I am also providing my currently-best available guess for what was 
Bessler's "strangely invigorating dream" referred to on p. 29 of PM97.  I think it 
gave Bessler a clear idea of what he would need to do to construct a very low friction 
roller bearing capable of supporting large masses.  That is why I think that he 
never spoke of the details of his strangely invigorating dream. 

I will use the short labels of the chiastic structure during my current 
decoding/translation.  One may refer back to the above chiastic translation while 
considering the translation/decoding.  Again, I suspect that there is still much 
chiastic translation work that still needs to be expressed.  I think that there are 
many chiasms from different sections of Apologia.  Others may need to find them, 
as I only tackled a tiny portion of that problem.  I think that (because of the 
evidence so far and because of the full name of Bessler’s book) each section of 
Apologia has some sort of a chiastic structure. 

I have for convenience and simplicity broken out the essential nested chiastic 
structure into two separate structures (OLQSC and I0123456789AB) so that there 
would not be so many levels of indention.  I also broke it out to place greater 
emphasis on the innermost chiastic little book parable itself.  It is just understood 
that both chiasms are a part of an essential chiastic structure.  The essential 
structure has been effectively reduced by somewhat “replacing” the "OLQSMC" 
level indention with the "I" level indention symbol.  The innermost chiastic 
indention, though not explicitly shown, could be considered as 
"WEOLQSXGI0123456789AB", which means that it is currently a 20=2+4+2+12 
levels deep chiasm (not counting the chiastic center “B” and not counting “C” which 
is fully replaced).  I added the world (W) and enemy (E) levels also occurring on the 
coversheet (front and back covers).  I am not adding another enemy level between 
the (L) and (Q) levels.  If someone wants to add a level there, they could make one of 
the enemy levels a devil level.  I added the chiastic 17 (X) and eminent gentlemen 
(G) levels but I didn’t add a questions level, since I figured that it was the main part 
of the (I) level.  Many other chiasms in Apologia would be surrounded by the 
WEOLQS, as for example the chiasm in XLVII and the chiasm of the Prologue to 
Part Two. 

I was going to reinsert the above indented chiastic translation here to allow 
ready comparison, but to avoid repetition, I am leaving it out.  One will just need to 
refer back to it above.  In the prior section "A Chiastic Translation of Orffyreus's 
Little Book" see the many indentions following the paragraphs "Chiasms 
Surrounding Chiastic Little Book" and "Chiastic Little Book".  Also see Fig. 2 there. 
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We may now make a comparison of the translations, before and after decoding 
of the chiastic parable. 

A DECODING OF BESSLER’S LITTLE BOOK 
A Little Book Translation/Decoding.  (W) Now we begin a further 

translation or rather decoding of Bessler's little book parable.  In this decoded book 
I grant to the world all the views that they have eagerly sought of me, regarding my 
Perpetuum Mobile.  (E) I have done so to specifically thwart the desires of my great 
enemy, the Devil.  My wheel will go forth despite all the fiery darts and binding 
snares of the evil one. 

First Portions 
Orffyreus’s Little Book Introduction.  In order that ye may better 

understand my principle, including the required process of (O)(L) ORFFYREUM, I, 
Orffyreus, (or Bessler with my cylindrically inverted line of letters denoting my 
linked processes of bearing formation and extraction of power from gravity) first 
probe your current 1717 knowledge by asking thee the words of our Lord God, (Q) 
"Are ye also yet without understanding?" as we read in (S) Matth. XV. vs. 16. 

(X) I have chiastically provided many of my discoveries and life experiences 
until 1717, which you may draw upon to assist your understanding.  I have 
presented a large body of evidence for my perpetual motion wheel, powered in and 
of itself by leverage from gravity, because of my wheel's rotational motion.  (G) It 
was written that a wheel turning "of its own accord" would be "a thing to be prized 
more than a ton of gold" {p. 28 of PM97}.  My wheel behaves so.  I have sought to 
sell my wheel.  No great one has given me the 100,000 thalers reward for the secret 
of my machine {p. 159 of PM97} which would be a bargain for obtaining a ton of 
gold.  (I = Only Reveal Later)  Even with questions answered, you will not be able 
to replicate what my wheel has done, until you have effectively replicated my 
bearing construction deeds.  With my successes, my efforts have been slanderously 
attacked by tracts and pamphlets {p. 17 of PM97}.  Andreas Gärtner  and Christian 
Wagner are some of my mortal enemies.  My enemies want me to admit my fraud.  
They and the rest of the world will eventually learn the truth and validity of my 
wheel, which they may now see turning here at Hesse-Kassel. 

Those with a mature understanding of my perpetual mobile of this year of our 
Lord 1717 will see the physical evidence before them of my completed invention in 
my little book poetic proper.  If you understand, then you will be able to understand 
my words.  Those with penetrating questions regarding nature, things of God, and 
my invention should ask such questions and they will in many cases receive 
answers from this little book.  My little book starts out small but it grows 
considerably as the valuable symbols are partially expanded.  This expansion grows 
in part according to the extension of "my little book" to include this entire 1716-
1717 booklet of mine, Apologi’sche Poёsie und Poetische Apologie Von 
seinem MOBILE PER SE und PERPETUUM MOBILE.  My deeds will be 
revealed according to God's will but with the help of God they will not be revealed 
before I am willing.  In hindsight, it will be quite clear that I did and wrote of them 
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earlier.  My roller-bearing construction-deeds and consequent inventions will begin 
to be revealed, when people begin to catch the vision of my very-low-friction roller-
bearing-invention.  I have written my little book parable so that only with a mature 
or complete understanding of how and why my wheel-invention actually works, can 
one fully understand or appreciate why I have chosen the symbols that I have 
chosen.  With proper understanding, many portions of my little book can be viewed 
according to many levels symbolically.  If anyone lacks a mature understanding of 
my invention, he will need to speculate about the truth of my invention and see if 
my little book confirms his speculations.  If anyone wants to guess about the truth 
of my invention, he needs to carefully ponder upon the symbolically-rich drama of 
words that I now cause to rain down upon him from above.  Each rain drop from 
heaven represents a portion of the total picture of the shower.  A mighty shower can 
begin with just a few properly understood dew drops from heaven.  The riches of the 
eternities await those who do according to the loving dictates showered down from 
our Father in heaven.  God has helped me to attain my goal of perpetual motion.  
He will help you, as you put your trust in him.  If we are wise, we will chose the 
good and reject the evil, even during trials and even with contention. 

A metal-gardener places seeds on his fences so that they may be greater grown, 
when he digs out his ditches.  A wagoner totally ignores any tiny rolling without 
slipping fences, as he destructively wears them down in his narrow-minded haste.  
Normal wagons, with wheels that are often bearing heavy loads, can leave deep ruts 
in muddy roads, since they do not even begin to attack the rolling without-
mechanical-friction problem.  But I have attacked and solved the problem with the 
help of God in the invention of my special bearings.  No person of eminence has ever 
seen the interior of one of my bearing-inventions.  {See the answer to Bessler’s first 
question on p. 296 of AP08 or p. 105 in German.}  Karl may have seen the interior 
of my wheel but he never saw the interior of my Perpetuum Mobile invention.  A 
metal-gardener should grow lobes and lobe holes, on rarest occasions forming fences 
of the finest steel, without breaking the fences, as they are being grown.  When 
grown, such steel fences cannot be broken by the metal-gardener, since they are 
rolled-upon by conforming ditches without any slipping.  See Matthew 15:14.  One 
must be sure to keep the ditches and fences clean of all dirt from the road that their 
properties are not slowly destroyed.  One must never oil my bearings.  A normal 
rolling-wagon-wheel does not begin to allow the growth of rolling without slipping 
fences.  It only serves to break down such fences.  As my bearings begin to grow, the 
wagoner needs to change from being a steady destroyer to a gentle metal-gardener 
harvesting bounteous crops of Orffyrean lobes and lobe holes.  You may ask me a 
keen question, “How were you able to grow such amazing fences in your bearings, 
which fences by normal processes are broken down?”  Continue probing my chiastic 
parable for the answer. 

(0 = Growth by Low Friction) For the evil of greed has made this little book 
parable necessary.  Since I demonstrated to the world that I could provide 
“perpetual motion”, the greedy bodiless beings of the deep-dark bottomless pit have 
opposed me.  They have even spat upon me from below, while portions of gravity 
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come up from below to drag me down.  The devil fights hard to oppose my grown 
invention going forth.  What have I done to my mortal enemies (such as Gärtner, 
Borlach, and Wagner) to be so harshly treated?  They have fanned the fires of lies 
and hatred, to turn others against me.  Yea, what was my trespass?  Nary, save my 
over-confidence and some pride, which I have tried to repent of.  Greed (rooted in 
this world) spreads and grows according to the power given up to the devil.  I have 
fought that greed plant first-hand because I protected my invention from the greed 
of others.  I would not give away the golden fruits of my arduous efforts for free.  My 
innermost invention is good.  The parts being good are perfectly obedient to God in 
their own realms, as God is perfectly obedient to his own laws.  God has helped me 
in the midst of my many trials. 

Evil Greed Plant.  My grown invention-plant is exceedingly energy greedy or 
selfish (or you may say "thrifty" if you prefer) in that it greedily draws energy to 
itself.  It works in layered parts but it fights energy-loss-friction at all places 
possible, so as not to lose any of the precious energy, which in greedy fashion it sips 
out of the energy-rich raging river of gravity.  As the wheel turns faster, the thirst, 
appetite, and stomach each increase the sips to great guzzles. The covering mantle 
wheel around my energy productive invention-plant helps to visually protect it from 
the curious-greedy people of this world who would claim my invention as their 
invention without giving me the one hundred thousand thalers payment that I have 
asked for my invention and have so patiently been waiting for.  The loud sounds 
(from weights hitting the inside of my 1717 covering wheel) are another way to help 
protect my invention from such greedy people of this world.  The weights hitting 
were distracting hammer blows.  If they heard not the hammer blows, they would 
need to think more carefully what it meant. 

Low Friction Roller Bearings.  To have perpetual motion in a wheel rotating 
about a horizontal axis, the first requirement is to have wonderfully low-friction 
especially in its bearings.  A wheel must greedily or selfishly retain nearly all the 
rotational kinetic energy that it has.  The wheel must not convert its rotational 
kinetic energy to heat energy in its bearings and so end its motion.  My roller 
bearings have wonderfully low friction.  Retention of energy is necessary but not 
sufficient for production of energy in an energy producing rotational-mechanical 
plant.  We must consider energy growth of the plant. 

Growth of Rotational Motion.  When total rotational friction is low enough 
in a wheel, God visibly provides a subtle hidden miracle in gravity.  Gravity always 
provides extra rotational energy, and the more so as the wheel rotates faster.  A 
plant grows, by absorbing radiant drops of sunlight, and the more so is absorbed as 
it grows larger.  The plant retains energy to itself without wasting much distributed 
collected energy.  My wheel invention retains rotational motion unto itself.  Extra 
motion is harvested unto itself by distributed collection of extra rotational energy 
from the leveraging by gravity.  We need to ponder more upon questions about 
gravity.  Gravity is that which pulls down on objects such as anvils. 

(1 = Two-part Gravitons) A symmetric anvil with just two end points 
(connected by a cylinder) receives many downward blows by the smith's hammer.  If 
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the symmetric anvil (sans anvil stand or base) were suspended at its center of mass 
by a frictionless rope, the smith could deliver two separate hammer blows to its 
opposite end points.  The first directly-downward blow would cause the initially 
horizontal anvil to begin to rotate.  The anvil continues to rotate, while the smith 
raises his hammer for the second higher directly-downward blow on the other point.  
The second directly-downward blow, though of the same downward strength, does 
not stop the anvil from rotating about its center of mass, assuming there is no 
friction from the air and the rope.  The second blow, which was struck later at the 
opposite point, was struck much closer to the rope than the first blow, because of 
the anvil's rotational motion.  It provided less rotational torque.  The two separate 
hammer blows, though equal in downward magnitude, created a net rotation of the 
anvil.  The anvil keeps rotating even after the second hammer blow is struck and 
especially if the higher blow is greatly delayed.  Rotational energy was delivered by 
the two equal downward blows, since the second downward blow was delivered 
higher up and later. 

Gravity Attractive Blows.  Does the smith's anvil only receive blows that 
were provided by the smith's hammer?  Nay.  It is reasonable that the anvil also 
receives many downward blows from little bits of gravity coming out from the earth.  
The wind-sound is composed of tiny buffeting blows, while upon the earth.  Its speed 
can be measured.  Light also is composed of many repelling blows.  As cat fur can be 
rubbed, electrostatic forces can be attractive or repulsive.  Surely they are composed 
of tiny attractive or repulsive blows, since one can see sparks jump when the force is 
quite great.  For greatest penetration, might not the attractive part coming from 
matter survive as gravity?  It is reasonable that gravity is coming out from the 
earth, since gravity diminishes when a body is further away.  Gravity does not 
increase as bodies are further away.  The motion of wandering planets demands 
gravity effectively decrease when the planets are further away from the sun.  As 
matter has little tiny bits, it is reasonable that gravity is sent forth in little-tiny bits 
and it is also reasonable that gravity is received in little-tiny attractive blow-bits.  
We know gravity is attractive as things fall down from the heavens rather than fall 
up.  The effect of gravity can be similar to poltergeists doing work in sealed rooms.  
Both can travel upward through the earth prior to doing work in sealed rooms.  
Many scientists and mathematicians greatly error, when they make a bold 
assumption that gravity is some sort of smooth continuous force, since reason 
dictates that at its finest levels gravity is composed of very-many, tiny-attractive 
blows that come from and act upon matter. 

Still Many More Blows.  Might not the anvil receive even many more 
downward gravity blows than from just a single attractive downward blow for each 
bit of gravity?  There appears to be two types of static electricity.  The same charges 
repel but opposite charges attract.  Might not gravity come from opposite orb-
charges and be attractively absorbed by their opposite equally-massive orb-charges?  
That would suggest that there are two equal attractive downward blows coming 
from a smallest bit of gravity, rather than a single blow applied simultaneously to 
the two opposite orb-charges.  An anvil does receive very many downward pulling 
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blow-pairs.  Surely the higher elevation orb-charge would receive its attractive 
downward blow from two-part gravity after the lower elevation orb-charge receives 
its attractive downward blow.  But what is the importance of that?  Like delayed 
hammer blows on the anvil, a rotational speed-up torque would be increased. 

Orffyreus's Principle.  With two equal downward attractive blows from each 
little bit of gravity acting at separate times on opposite orb-charges, any pair of 
equal mass rotating orb-charges previously rotating about their center of mass 
about a horizontal axis would receive different rotational motion about their center 
of mass.  If there is no friction to absorb any rotational motion, if the higher 
elevation orb-charge receives its downward blow after the lower elevation orb-
charge (as almost always happens), and if internal rotational motion is initially 
present for the orb-charges about their center, then they will acquire greater 
rotational motion.  That is my Bessler principle according to the opposite name I 
fashioned for myself.  I formed the name by wrapping the 26 letters of the alphabet 
about either a horizontal axis cylinder or the horizontal-axis great circle of a 
horizontal-axis-rotating sphere so that the opposite orb line points of "BESSLER" 
are "ORFFYRE".  See Fig. 13, which denotes at least four or eight examples of my 
principle, as opposite orb-letter-charges are pulled down, with the lower elevation 
orb-letter-charge being pulled down first.  Whether the initial rotations are 
clockwise or counterclockwise, the pairs of separate downward blows result in 
greater angular speed, since the opposite higher elevation orb-letter-charges travel 
further around the circle before they are pulled down.  It would not matter whether 
the letters themselves are shown to rotate for the smallest of isotropic orb charges 
(since nothing changes their internal rotations), but for nuclei (containing vast 
numbers of orb charges) that are rotating in a wheel or for fodder-filled horses 
rotating in a great circular herd, it would matter.  See another example of my 
principle in Fig. 14 according to counterclockwise rotation.  The solid line represents 
the locations of the two orbs at the time of the earlier pull down of the lower orb.  
The dashed line represents the locations of the two orbs at the time of the later pull 
down of the higher elevation orb.  {Also see the front cover of this book, Bessler’s 
Little Book Decoded, for two more examples according to counterclockwise 
rotation.} 
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Fig. 13.  Opposite name map illustrating the Bessler principle. 

 
Fig. 14.  An illustration of Orffyreus’s principle. 

 (2 = Pattern Replication) The blows are received by the same pattern 
throughout the entire wheel.  Here is a Table 1 of rotational power delivery to the 
wheel with columns in the order of occurrence.  Column 1.  A graviton produces a 
pair of separate downward blows which provide greater internal rotation to the pair 
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of slightly-rotating, oppositely-charged smallest orbs so that they become more 
greatly rotating.  Column 2.  Then the rotating orb pair acts on neighboring orb 
charges in a rotating nucleus so as to collectively cause the nucleus to have greater 
rotation.  Column 3.  Then the rotating nucleus acts upon the surrounding-touching 
electron cloud to deliver the greater rotation to the lattice of the wheel.  The angular 
speed or momentum is spread out through the entire body to provide extra angular 
speed to the wheel.  This pattern repeats itself throughout the entire wheel rotating 
about a horizontal axis.  The rows of the dispersed power delivery table are in the 
chiastic order:  driver, runner, and seer.  The rows of the table could also be 
considered in the chiastically corresponding size order:  Jupiter, Mars, and Saturn.  
Only the enemy of nearly-ubiquitous friction (on this earth) can dash the hopes of 
the wheel to realize the greater angular speed. 

 
Table 1.  Rotational power delivery to wheel. 

Chiastic Labels Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 
driver/Jupiter greater rotating 

pair of opposite 
orb charges 

greater rotating 
nucleus 

greater rotating 
lattice of wheel 

runner/Mars two downward 
pulls by graviton 
on orb charges 

rotating orb pair rotating nucleus 

seer/Saturn slightly rotating 
pair of opposite 
orb charges 

neighboring orb 
charges 

electron cloud 

 
(3 = Large Jupiter) A driver drives, while he provides rotational stability at 

all levels.  A coach driven without a driver would not be stable, for whatever the 
coach might be.  Even as the driver drives the coach or carriage, the hidden driver 
of the complete effect of gravity drives every coach and carriage wheel, according to 
my principle.  My principle drives or provides extra power to every wheel rotating 
about a horizontal axis.  That summarizes the Table 1 with its external relations.  
The sun is the biggest type of Jupiter in this solar system and it is power-driven by 
my principle, according to small means which progress to larger effects. 

(4 = Small Mars) A runner runs, while allowing rotational motion/power at all 
levels through its feet and legs.  A runner runs, whether it is with two somewhat 
rotating feet and two articulating legs or whether it is with many rim feet and some 
spoke legs in a coach wheel or whether it is with one of many lobe feet on imaginary 
legs in an intermediate Orffyrean cylinder or whether it is with two power providing 
“feet” in a graviton.  The runner runs by gently coming down on his foot, rotating, 
and gently lifting off.  The rims of the wheels that the driver drives gently come 
down, slightly rotate, and gently lift off. 

(5 = Saturn) A seer is often intermediate in size between a driver and a 
runner.  The seer sees at all levels.  For all cases, he just knows the proper 
connection between the runner and the driver.  With respect to the center of the 
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bearing, a rolling cylinder of intermediate constrained average radius of its center 
point is an example of a Saturn between the small radius central axle and the large 
radius containing cylinder of my bearing. 

Low Friction.  Very low friction for the wheel requires very low friction for 
each of the roller bearings, based upon the process of Orffyreum.  To invoke the 
process, each low friction Orffyrean roller bearing requires an ordering of the low 
friction support as seen in Table 2.  The final bearing specification figure of my little 
book (Fig. 2) may be considered now to see if you have acquired understanding.  The 
table, in support of the process of Orffyreum, goes left to right from the finest 
fighting of enemy-friction at the smallest scale to the largest scale fighting of 
enemy-friction.  Column 1.  At the finest level, each lobe acts as if it were a great 
seer from afar.  The lobe knows that it will come down and in gentle running 
contact rolls without slipping within the slightly larger radius lobe-hole.  The seer 
lobe is a perfect shot.  I am a "good shot" {p. 24 of PM97}.  The seer lobe is a perfect 
marksman, since he never misses his mark, even when he is shooting in the dark.  
He, as a perfect blind hunter, comes down out of the dark and hits his quarry hole 
perfectly every time (Matthew 15:14).  He gently lands on one side of his lobe-hole, 
rolls without slipping through the middle, and gently lifts off from the other side of 
his lobe-hole.  See Fig. 15 for the gentle landing and beginning to roll without 
slipping.  Column 2.  At the next roller bearing level of scale, the lobe serves as the 
small intermediary between the two surfaces of different radii of curvature, for 
different cylinders of my bearing.  Column 3.  At the largest roller bearing level, 
each small intermediary rolling cylinder serves as a runner between the central axis 
cylinder and the large bearing containing cylinder.  See Fig. 16 which depicts the 
geometry of the roller bearing.  Notice that relative to the center of the bearing 
there should initially be slight gaps of about one degree between pairs of small 
intermediate rolling cylinders.  That is about twice the observed width of the moon.  
The rows of the low friction table are in the chiastic order:  driver, runner, and seer.  
The rows of the table could also be considered in the chiastically corresponding size 
order:  Jupiter, Mars, and Saturn. 

 
Table 2.  Orffyreum low friction roller bearing. 

Chiastic Labels Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 
driver/Jupiter lobe-hole larger radius 

surface 
bearing containing 
cylinder 

runner/Mars running contact lobe small intermediate 
rolling cylinder 

seer/Saturn Lobe smaller radius 
surface 

central axis 
cylinder 

 

 
Fig. 15.  Seer lobe rolls without slipping over its lobe-hole. 
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Fig. 16.  Shows the initial geometry of the roller bearing. 

(6 = Motion from Quality) The buyer buys with the highest quality money.  
The exchange allows a transfer of something that is attractively wanted by the 
seller for another thing that is wanted more by the buyer.  There is intelligence in 
the exchange process. 

Lowest Friction Medium.  There is a highest-quality lowest-friction medium 
during the exchange.  This medium of exchange allows rotational motion to be 
exchanged for greater rotational motion paid for by the buyer.  The buyer 
rotationally buys, by offering up rotation as the price of greater rotation.  To buy the 
most the trading process needs to be the fairest or needs to be the least friction.  
Rotational wealth increases during the process, as in the parable of the talents 
(Matthew 25:14-30) there is an increase of wealth with the one having the most and 
trading the most, thus acquiring the most. 

Sacrificial Purchase.  The buyer willingly enters into the exchange.  The 
buyer buys with two of the best coins of the land.  Does the sale take place in an 
instant?  No, but it is quick.  First one coin is delivered and then the second coin is 
delivered.  The buyer now can be considered to be the two-part graviton, which 
offers himself up as a total self-sacrifice.  The buyer thereby trades himself for 
greater rotational motion, according to my principle.  There is no sacrificial coin of 
greater quality than total self-sacrifice, which symbolically points to our Lord God's 
total and complete two-part self-sacrifice. 

(7 = Matter) Matter contains and provides rotational motion in and of itself, 
because of gravity.  That is my principle. 

The rain drips down.  The tiny droplet rotates around a horizontal axis.  By my 
principle it forms greater rotational kinetic energy, thus creating updrafts in the 
clouds. 

The snow falls of itself.  The frozen miniature-moisture-miracle, called a 
snowflake, rapidly rotates around a horizontal axis by my principle.  Interactions 
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with air require that frictional asymmetries are minimized in the rotating growing 
snowflake.  As the surfaces of snowflakes are grown with rotations, so too the 
surfaces of my bearing are grown with rotations. 

My bearing is formed with fine internal-structure and rotational-coordination 
somewhat like a snowflake, which is grown from rapidly-rotating nearly-freezing 
tiniest-droplets.  Energy to help form the snowflake comes from my principle by 
rapid rotations about horizontal axes.  My bearing with nine-part initial-rotational-
symmetry may be compared to a snowflake with its six-part rotational symmetry.  
My final figure supplied the extra three parts for its three-by-three-part rotated 
rotational symmetry.  Like a finest detail symmetric snowflake, there is much 
rotational symmetry across my bearing for the grown surface lobes.  When each 
intermediate rolling cylinder comes to a particular location with respect to a point 
on the containing cylinder, then they are perfectly identical, including the finest 
details of the lobes and lobe holes.  As my bearing is used the rotating lobes come 
down out of space like little snowflakes.  They are kept cool in the dark space, as 
they rotationally come down.  Both the forming symmetrical snowflake and a wheel 
rotating about a horizontal axis using my symmetrical bearing obtain energy from 
my principle. 

The great snowball rolling rapidly down the mountain side acquires extra 
rotational kinetic energy because of especially large angular speed according to my 
principle. 

The shotgun shoots.  Even the reaction releasing energy requires my principle 
to initiate the reaction.  That occurs whether it be a soldier shooting on the 
battlefield or it be the micro-cannon blast of a ferromagnetic ball, while growing my 
roller bearing of the finest steel.  Though mainly from other chemicals, some of the 
initial energy in gunpowder comes from the ingredient of charcoal, which energy 
was collected by the plant kingdom and made potentially available in its chemical 
configurations. 

(8 = Vegetable) The plant kingdom provides or transitions energy. 
The bow twangs.  The pulled bow allows energy to be stored up in its chemical 

bonds and later transmitted, as the bow string is released.  As my lobes come down 
they are gently bent very slightly like little ends of bows.  When the lobes depart 
there is a slight release like the bow twanging.  A bow twanging shows that 
rotational energy can be transmitted back and forth between collected properties of 
the microscopically very small and the macroscopically larger rotational motions, as 
the bow ends are alternately slightly closer and further apart. 

Rotational Energy Acquisition.  Here wanders over the energetic feeding 
pastures a great yet-compact herd of fat, lazy, plump fodder-filled horses.  As the 
herd rotates, the herd acquires fodder in the bellies of the horses.  As the herd 
rotates once, each horse internally rotates once.  The wheel is a great yet-compact 
collection of rotation-filled nuclei, slowly going around and around about a 
horizontal axis.  The nuclei rotate internally about once for each rotation of the 
wheel.  Notice in Fig. 13 how each letter rotates once, as the complete wheel rotates 
once.  Now it matters that the letters rotate in Fig. 13.  My principle allows each 
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nucleus to acquire extra rotational kinetic energy which is then distributed 
outwards through its “bonds” with the others. 

Bearing Formation Procedures.  The wooden flail would rather be with the 
thresher, than the scholar.  The thresher merely beats to release the energetic 
grains.  The scholar uses the flail to quickly-repeatedly go around and around.  See 
Fig. 6 to see my modified flail.  There are many tiny pops and much smoke/vapor 
coming from the bearing-joint, when in the joint-cruel hands of the scholar.  The 
scholar creates many battles to grow the bearing based upon the process of 
Orffyreum.  My completely-grown low-friction roller bearing allows wheels to collect 
rotational kinetic energy through my principle. 

Heavy Club-lobes.  Imaginary children play with heavy wooden clubs among 
the broken columns.  Each child swings from the top of one column to the next, as 
the club's blunt-end or lobe gently rolls without slipping in the lobe-hole gradually 
formed upon the ground.  Some of the fine ground particles become attached to the 
lobe end of the club.  Variants of these ideas are used both in my low-friction roller 
bearing and during its formation-growth. 

My roller bearing rotates with little friction for both slow and rapid angular 
speeds, whether or not the wheel is heavily loaded.  As viewed from the side, my 
roller bearing may be compared to side views of many tiny pretend children playing 
with very heavy clubs among tall broken columns.  The strongest of the children 
cannot lift the lightest of the clubs.  Still, each child can swing from the top of one 
broken column to the top of the next broken column.  You may also call the swing a 
"step", as it uses a club as a "leg".  The child swing-steps to the next by positioning 
his heavy club on the ground between two close columns and pushing off while 
holding onto the handle end during the swing over to the top of the next column.  
Then he rotates the handle end of his club to maneuver it between his current 
column and his next intended column so that he can again swing a small angle over 
to the top of the next intended broken column.  They can make the play more 
exciting, with a game of tag.  Real children should never play these very dangerous 
games.  One child hurt is too great a price. 

Double-ended Clubs.  If the clubs are even heavier by being double-ended, 
then instead of rolling them to the next position, they may be alternatively 
transported between the columns by switching ends.  A double-ended club may be 
moved in seesaw fashion by leaning it against the current broken column that the 
pretend child is on and rolling it over the top of the column, assuming that there is 
enough room for the pretend child to stay on top of the column.  The double club is 
pivoted with a circular motion with one end going up, while the other end goes 
down.  This idea can extend to each internal cylinder of my roller bearing at times 
rolling over the tops of grown smoothed-down column-tops with rolling lobes 
touching the ground as the clubs did.  As the blunt ends of the children's clubs were 
gently rounded (so as not to sink or cut into the ground), so are the ends of the lobes 
gently rounded to bear the load, while slightly rotating and while maintaining static 
friction contact without any slipping.  The pretend children must never put 
lubrication on the blunt ends of their clubs prior to their play so that they are safely 
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born with low friction across each gap without danger of their clubs slipping.  The 
pretend children must never put lubrication on the tops of the columns so that 
neither they nor the double-ended clubs slip.  They must neither play among the 
columns when the ground is slippery nor when the tops of the columns are slippery. 

(9 = Animal)  There is animal-like constrained-motion in my bearing, in my 
wheel, and in the formation of my bearing.  There is innate intelligence in my 
principle that has the characteristic instinct of at least a smart animal.  Both 
downward pulls work together like a smart animal at different times and at 
different places.  The separate downward pulls are known to each other. 

Lobe Boxers.  Acrobatic feather fencers are as fleet and nimble as the wind.  
In my roller bearing, the lobes come down, as gentle as a feather, yet never miss 
their mark.  Those lobes, like boxing gloves, from separate intermediate rollers may 
just miss one another in the dark, as suggested by some of the details in Fig. 10.  
These lobes make small portions of somersaults, while flying past each other, at the 
speed of the wind.  For an acrobatic lobe, there is one somersault for each rotation of 
the cylinder.  Consider Fig. 13.  A boxing glove strike-in-the-dark ends when the 
glove lobe gently touches its mark and begins to roll with the punch.  The rolling 
punch of light stress-bearing contact rotationally can last for a rotational angle of 
about 25 degrees that I have drawn for your benefit in my final figure of my little 
book pamphlet.  Such a sustained angle of rotational contact is unheard of, for 
normal bearings.  That is why I emphasized it in my final figure of Fig. 2.  The 
figure provides many details for my bearing specifications.  A white region of the 
figure shows where a lobe no longer travels alone in the dark, with stress-bearing 
low-friction rolling-without-slipping contact.  The white regions of the figure also 
simultaneously show where many lobes of an intermediate roller cylinder are 
instantaneously in low-friction rolling-without-slipping contact relative to the 
containing cylinder.  Compare Fig. 2 with Fig. 11. 

Roller Bearing Overview.  My best Orffyrean roller bearing consists of a 
central roller cylinder, nine intermediate cylinders about the central roller cylinder, 
and a containing cylinder surrounding the interior cylinders.  See Fig. 16.  Each 
surface is covered with tiny lobes and lobe-holes. 

One of my enemies, Wagner, accused me of using a split axle {p. 17 of PM97}.  
He was quite wrong in his barbing foolishness, but I did not breathe out the fact 
that each Orffyrean cylinder, including the central roller axle "cylinder", had 
approximately its radius split into many almost continuous levels according to the 
use of multitudes of Orffyrean lobes and Orffyrean lobe-holes.  I was not about to 
give Wagner any clue that all my bearing cylinders had nearly continuously split 
radii. 

Lobes in Lobe-Holes.  The cunning lobe-hole-cat with fully open mouth 
silently slinks along in rotating circular paths and snatches many rounded lobe-
mice, whose shape is highly compatible with her mouth.  Though the paths greatly 
differ, the cunning cat never misses her quarry.  See Fig. 15, while now thinking it 
is the cat seeing each mouse in the blackest darkness, pouncing out of nowhere, and 
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receiving each lobe-mouse in her wide open jaws.  One of the lobe-hole-jaws first 
touches the lobe-mouse. 

Energy Acquisition.  The cunning lattice-cat of the wheel slinks silently 
along, rotating at almost the same angular speed as her rodent-quarry, and 
snatches nice-juicy, mice-nuclei using her lattice-bonding-teeth.  As the lattice-cat 
gets her fill of the rotationally-energetic mice-nuclei, she also rotates with greater 
rotationally kinetic energy, until the burden of increased frictional-taxation causes 
further hunting efforts to be lost to friction.  The lattice-cat still hunts and snatches 
energetic mice-nuclei but the captured energy is claimed by friction. 

Constraint of Bearing Dog during Formation.  The dog creeps out of his 
kennel, just as far as his chain will stretch.  The cylinders of the roller bearing are 
constrained during bearing formation by the "chains" of the thin end constraint-
plates, so that the cylinders never run into each other during bearing formation and 
so that space is available for lobe growth.  The end-constraint spacer-plates are 
removed after the bearing-dog is formed. 

Constraint Plates.  What was the order of operations in attaching the end 
constraint plates?  The iron constraint-spacer-plates had well-rounded corners that 
were dipped in formation mixture so as not to catch on future formed lobes.  I 
inserted the identical-thickness iron spacer plates between the intermediate 
cylinders to a distance of R.  When bound by wrapping, all the interior cylinders and 
constraint plates had to fit properly together with everything touching where it 
should.  Otherwise I would need to unwrap and repeat with appropriate size objects 
until they did fit together perfectly.  Then I placed an end of the interior portion of 
the bearing in a short clay annulus mold completely full of molten tin.  There was a 
larger-than-2R inner radius in the tin annulus with extra room for the long central 
cylinder to fit through.  A thin wall, with innermost mold radius slightly greater 
than 2R, prevented the central cylinder from getting tin on it.  The outer radius of 
the tin annulus was almost 4R.  Tin is low density and has a low melting point.  I 
dipped in the thin iron constraint plates and left them to cool (resting on the clay 
mold edges), without any danger of the thin iron constraint plate ends melting in 
the constraint annulus of molten tin.  I removed the molds from around the tin 
annuli.  I put nine grooves in the outer portions of each tin annulus.  That is how I 
formed each tin annulus attached to the thin spacer plates.  There was a small gap 
between the surface of the molten tin and the end of the intermediate cylinders.  
For each end, I almost filled the small gaps between the nine intermediate cylinder 
ends and the surface of the tin with nine small reusable iron disks of radius less 
than R.  I dipped the iron disks in formation mixture before inserting them.  The 
purpose of the small reusable iron disks was to prevent the constraint spacer plates 
from later being pushed more into the formed lobes, when the constraint plates 
loosened up during bearing surface formation.  It is the thin iron constraint plates 
that keep adjacent intermediate cylinders well separated but each tin end circular 
annulus holds the thin iron constraint plates in the proper positions.  I made sure 
that the tin annuli would fit within the containing cylinder. 
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After making sure that the iron annular end would fit into the containing 
cylinder, I put them around the ends of the central cylinder.  The iron annuli are 
reusable. 

Inserting Interior Cylinders.  After all four constraint annular ends were 
formed and attached, I held the bound cold interior portions of the bearing vertical.  
I supported them from below so that the intermediate cylinders and lower end 
constraint plate would not fall out as the binding on its lower end was loosed.  I first 
inserted the upper end of the collection up into the heated/expanded containing 
cylinder, while I unwrapped more of the bindings of the interior cylinders from the 
higher elevation end that was being inserted.  All the bindings were unwrapped just 
before the interior was fully inserted/pushed into the heated/expanded containing 
cylinder.  In the fully inserted middle position the iron annuli stick out by the same 
amount from each end of the containing cylinder.  They stick out by at least the 
thickness of a tin annulus but not so much as to completely cover the central 
cylinder.  After the container portion of the bearing cooled, I slowly removed the 
iron annuli by twisting one at a time upward so as not to dislocate a tin annulus.  
Any lower annulus was supported from below. 

Prepare for Bearing Formation.  The places, where the inner portion of the 
clay annular mold had previously been, provide gaps in the tin annulus which 
allowed the formation mixture to be pressed into the inner regions of the 
intermediate cylinders prior to exercising/forming my bearings.  The grooves on the 
outer tin annulus allowed means for pressing the formation mixture past the tin 
into the outer regions of the intermediate cylinders prior to exercising/forming my 
bearings.  I put formation mixture on the portions of the iron annuli that might be 
touching or rubbing something during formation.  I used formation mixture as the 
temporary “lubricant” rather than pure mercury, since mercury beads up but the 
formation mixture doesn’t.  I covered each end with its iron annulus so that little 
formation material would escape out the ends during bearing formation.  I also 
needed to apply inward pressure so that the tin annuli stayed in place even if gaps 
occurred between the iron spacer constraint-plates and the intermediate cylinders. 

Constraint Plates during Bearing Formation.  Initially the swingle or 
thresher flail paddles, attached to the bearing containing cylinder, were rotated 
very slowly.  The spacer plates withstood the friction during initial bearing 
formation.  During initial bearing formation, one intermediate cylinder attempted 
to push a thin spacer plate in one direction, while the other neighboring 
intermediate cylinder attempted to push the thin spacer plate in the opposite 
direction.  The tin holds the spacer plates in place.  No lobes could be formed where 
the constraint plates rubbed against the surface of the intermediate cylinders. 

Because of the mercury within the mixture, a little bit of formation mixture 
helped keep things moving during bearing formation. 

Formation Mixture Replacement.  I typically had to replace the formation 
mixture twice with fresh mixtures.  Typically during the third fiery cycle there 
would be a slight binding, which meant I needed to stop the growing process, since 
the maximum lobe growth had occurred.  I tried to keep the tin annuli in as long as 
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possible.  If any tin annuli came out during the replacement process, I let them stay 
out since I figured that they had served their purpose well enough to that point. 

Cleansing.  After the bearing surfaces were properly grown to their maximum 
extent, I removed any remaining tin annuli.  I then began the cleansing process by 
using water instead of formation mixture multiple times to exercise the roller 
bearing, while allowing any places of slight rubbing to be removed by wearing them 
away.  After all the formation mixture and any foreign particles were washed away, 
I removed the iron annuli and exercised the bearing, with the exit end slightly lower 
so that all the water droplets would come out. 

Bearing Dog Motion.  During the normal roller bearing lobe landing, the dog-
lobe static-loading-spot creeps out upon his slightly rotating dog paw-pads.  He 
knows how to please and is pleased with himself to know that all the motion, of the 
rotating cylinders, machinery, and wheel, depends upon his gently hit-moving his 
toy spots with very little friction.  He well wags himself using his massive cylinder-
tail.  He creeps over on his rotating belly over-through the lobe-hole hoop, and is 
rewarded with a pat on his lobe paw-pads by the many nearly relatively-
rotationally-stiff rotating-nuclei-fops, who will soon watch him (from afar within the 
same cylinder) with nearly the same angular velocity.  Then in celebration he does 
either a forward or a backward into-the-air-somersault, according to the direction 
that he was previously rotating. 

My Principle.  The dog's motion with respect to externals also represents my 
principle, as applied completely throughout my wheel and bearings.  There is an 
attractive short chain between each oppositely-attractive pair of fundamental orbs 
of my wheel, which chain slightly stretches, as the fundamental orb pairs rotate 
faster around each other.  Their rotational motion causes commensurate rotational 
motion in their connected hit toys and machinery.  The toys and machinery also 
synergistically affect the motion of the dog.  With self-pleasing intelligence, the dog 
knows that his motion will gain a reward from his distant masters, who probingly 
look from afar.  The dog rotationally well wags himself with his other similarly 
rotating end.  Then slowly viewing his rotation, after he absorbs the lower-first 
downward-attractive portion of the graviton.  He eventually succeeds in 
considerably rotating before he receives the higher-second downward-attractive 
portion of the graviton.  The net effect of the two directly-downward, greatly-
delayed attractive-absorptions is an effective final pat on the paws rotationally 
speeding him up.  The dog then rotationally speeds up his surrounding hit toys and 
machinery.  Two types of attractive light were sent forth from the often-stationary, 
greatly-distant opposite-orbs that gave birth to the attractive graviton.  Those fops 
gave extra rotation to the dog, but no extra rotation would have been received, if the 
dog had not been doing his rotational tricks about a horizontal axis, relative to 
those vastly-distant, actively-viewing foolish-stationary orbs, who gave births to 
their attractive graviton probes. 

Center Portions 
(A = Rotating Nucleus Wheel) One has seen my new wheels appearing 

without normal constraints on their rims.  This means that one sees a new sort of 
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wheel appearing at nearly the smallest or nuclear level.  This tiniest of wheels is 
also not a wheel, since it does not have normal support at its edges.  It runs 
continually receiving its power from externally provided gravitons.  The nuclear 
wheel runs without other such wheels inside or outside of it.  The wheel receives its 
power without the benefit of single-pull gravity weights and without wound-up clock 
springs. 

 (B = Glorious Power) Here seen on half its side and there seen full-face from 
along a horizontal axis, the rotating nucleus-wheel shows itself off as rotationally 
glorious as a peacock's tail.  The “lattice-bonds” connected to the nucleus allow the 
gloriously collected mechanical power to be in similar fashion radiated out to the 
entire connected wheel. 

(A = Rotating Nucleus Wheel) The wheel due to rotating nuclei may be 
initially turned to the right or to the left with just a finger pull allowed to start the 
process.  The “lattice-bonds” connect in reverse process to the nuclei and cause them 
to rotate about a horizontal axis, from which further rotational power is received by 
my principle.  The nucleus-wheel can spin around in any direction.  The nucleus-
wheel itself spins itself around completely longwise and crosswise, as long as there 
is low enough rotational friction for such.  The nucleus-wheel collects further 
angular speed, especially when it is full of angular speed and it has reduced 
rotational friction per nuclear mass.  The nucleus-wheel also collects some further 
angular speed, when it is nearly empty or rather the nucleus is light, as long as 
rotational friction per mass is small enough.  The nucleus-wheel collects angular 
speed whether or not there are many or few atoms piled on top of each.  It is 
indirectly affected by its lattice connections though, which may or may not cause 
the nucleus-wheel to similarly rotate. 

Last Portions 
 (9 = Animal) All things belong to one of the three kingdoms (animal or (8 = 

Vegetable) vegetable or (7 = Matter) matter).  As you see my Kassel wheel before 
you and as I am telling you how I built it, you have the physical evidence before you 
that it belongs to the matter kingdom.  Yet it has curious properties of the other 
kingdoms.  If you give it a start, it almost takes on a life of its own.  Like a plant or 
an animal, there are fine spirit-like things working within it that suggest it is 
living.  Somewhat like a plant, it absorbs gravity as it grows in rotational energy 
production.  Or somewhat like an animal, it eats gravity and continues to eat 
gravity even more, as it moves and continues to move perpetually. 

Increase in Dog’s Paws.  Like a playfully-constrained animal in slow motion, 
the bearing-formation-dog slowly rotationally creeps down with padded paws, just 
as far into the hoop-bounded cavity surfaces, as they can roll-reach.  His paws roll 
over the very tiny hit-toy-balls, within each hoop, so that the play balls are hit-
squished and burst.  These provide larger cavities and increased rewards of thin-
pat-extensions of the padded paws from the foolishly-stiff-dead burst-balls, which 
are left to watch the rotational regress of his larger paws.  Prior to their deaths, 
they were foolish because of their fatal decisions that they should promote the 
buildup of paw pads.  By very slowly increasing or building up the dog’s paws with 
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half-circle-rotational or point symmetry on the surface of its central roller-axle, 
eventually the fully formed bearing is the tiny tail that completely-rotationally 
“wiggles-and-wags-its-surface-back-and-forth” in lowest-friction for mechanical-
touching.  This allows gravity to fully “wag” the entire flipping dog so that he makes 
unceasing flips about horizontal axes. 

Bearing Formation Mixture.  Without mixtures of such things as gunpowder 
(made from charcoal, sulphur, and saltpeter), magnetically-purified finely-ground 
ferromagnetic meteorites/iron, and mercury, all things that I am growing in my 
Orffyrean roller bearings would soon run to waste.  I have "worked with gunpowder 
and constructed guns" {p. 24 of PM97}.  Relative to the charcoal (Saturn), I used 
less sulphur (Mars) and more saltpeter (Jupiter) so that my finest quality 
gunpowder would best ignite, when rapidly compressed.  I have made millions of 
tiny temporary guns.  They say I am mad {p. 169 of PM97}.  If so, I suspect that it 
was the mercury vapor, arising during bearing growth, that was my undoing.  I 
alone was most exposed to such vapor so that I could better keep my bearing-
formation secret.  The behavior of some of my household has also not seemed quite 
reasonable.  Consider yourself warned, as you grow my bearings.  I have moved 
many times, which may have helped me escape some of the more lingering effects of 
the vapor.  I am charging a great price for my wheel, as the production of its 
bearings has cost me dearly. 

(6 = Motion from Quality) The qualities of the elements are necessary to keep 
things going.  The finest quality steel is locally grown within my Orffyrean roller 
bearing, as the surfaces are grown. 

Bearing Formation.  Here is a Table 3 during bearing formation, with 
columns in the order of occurrence.  Column 1.  First the small ferromagnetic ball (if 
not more than one) tends to preferentially be attracted to the lobe side, since the 
lobe side tends to have more magnetic domain outcroppings than the lobe-hole side.  
Column 2.  Then the large lobe comes down upon/with the ferromagnetic ball(s), 
which tends to rapidly squish/ignite a slightly larger gunpowder ball, which often 
can't avoid being squashed, since the gunpowder ball is surrounded in mercury.  It 
forms a miniature gun with the bullet pointing toward the lobe target.  Such 
miniature guns may be considered to be self-loading, with mercury barrels.  
Multiple such guns often work together in very close proximity.  Column 3.  Then 
(for the last column in the table) the explosion adds finest steel to the large lobe 
side, while typically removing material from the larger lobe-hole side, adding carbon 
to the steel, and breaking up magnetic domains.  That tends to cause the lobe-hole 
to locally increase in the size of its hole and in its radius of curvature after many 
such incidents.  The rows of the table are in the battle size chiastic order:  Saturn, 
Mars, and Jupiter.  The rows of the table could also be considered in the chiastically 
corresponding order:  seer, runner, and driver. 
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Table 3.  Bearing growth or formation. 
Chiastic Labels Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 
Saturn/seer Lobe squished 

gunpowder ball 
lobe with 
increased matter 

Mars/runner ferromagnetic ball 
attracted to lobe 
side 

ferromagnetic ball 
bullet 

explosion 

Jupiter/driver lobe-hole lobe target lobe-hole material 
removed (even 
larger hole) 

  
(5 = Saturn) Saturn, (4 = Small Mars) Mars, and (3 = Large Jupiter) 

Jupiter are ready to join in any battle.  Each miniature gun used in every bearing 
formation battle is formed by a point-blank range Saturn/seer/ferromagnetic-shot-
ball, a quickly-forming barrel composed of the many Mars/runner/tiniest-mercury 
balls, and the Jupiter/driver/gunpowder-ball. 

Bearing Formation Dream.  I knew that elimination of nearly-ubiquitous 
friction was paramount to building a perpetual motion wheel.  I had the right idea 
of trying to build a very low friction mechanical bearing, but my many attempts 
were insufficient.  I needed heavenly help to accomplish my goal or solve my great 
dilemma.  I received a strangely invigorating animated dream of how it was possible 
to construct one {p. 29 of PM97}.  God showed me in my dream how it was possible 
to grow a very low friction roller bearing.  I could see, two great solidly-filled armies 
facing each other.  Each army consisted of packed arrays of iron-clad spherical 
soldiers.  One defending army started with an initially flat-horizontal, lower front-
battle-line.  The other attacking army, with almost a straight-but-ragged front-
battle-line, came down closer first on the lower right side and then on the other, as 
if it were a large radius wheel rolling over the other army's straight battle line, from 
right to left.  There were various types of balls in motion between the armies.  There 
were many very-tiny, fluid-flowing, shiny-silvery-heavy balls.  There were many 
darker-metallic cannon-like balls, which upon being squished between fronts tended 
to remain magnetically attracted to the side whose local front line happened to have 
imperfections associated with curving outward more.  The cannon-like balls were 
often additionally held in place at edges by some of the neighboring shiny-silvery 
balls.  There were also the biggest balls (colored like gray-igniting gunpowder), 
which ignited/exploded, when they were preferentially squished because of the 
sudden presence of the hemmed-in cannon balls.  Wave after wave of the battle 
edges advanced down and then retreated back up followed by long intermediate 
pauses.  During the battles, the rapid explosions were often ferociously loud, as the 
sound of cannons being fired generally traveled from right to left.  Initially the 
battle edges were, in a ragged way, nearly locally straight, but as the many raging 
battles progressed, sustained local curves in the battle edges began to form and 
tend to remain or slowly grow in somewhat complementary curved shapes on each 
side.  In the right to left wave motion, when the opposite sides touched, there was a 
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volley of squished gray balls exploding.  Each explosion was accompanied by a little 
flash of light and the sound of the explosion.  Often there were cannon balls on the 
other side to enhance the sudden squishing.  The cannon balls were much bigger 
than the tiny silver balls, but the cannon balls were not as large as the exploding 
gray balls.  An explosion, like a cannon blast at point-blank range, would often send 
the squishing cannon ball back into its nearest army and so add to that shiny-steel-
gray-color portion of the army, while the explosion would simultaneously remove 
from the other army, causing a layer of shiny-steel-gray color to be formed on that 
side also.  Nearly complementary arcs and arc-holes were formed in the battle edges 
after enough battles.  Individual arcs could be seen rolling across slightly larger arc-
holes from right to left sides.  The contact motion was faster for containing arcs of 
larger radii.  See Table 3 for some more information on bearing growth.  With 
sufficient numbers of battles for the large exploding balls to be almost all used up, 
there was a temporary de facto truce so that all the weaponry balls in the middle 
could be replenished.  Within the third or last round of battles after a slight wheel 
jerk, the battlefield was completely cleansed of all loose balls by streams of clear 
flowing balls.  The opposing armies would come and go in waves but there were no 
more battles, yet the multi-battle-curved, finest-steel-strong-edges remained.  There 
were no more explosions.  As the scene widened, there were many local cases of pure 
rolling-without-slipping of the edge arcs in the other larger arcs.  More could be 
seen, as the view expanded.  With an even greater view of the prior scene of the 
battles, I saw that my prior limited view had just been a slice of the bottom 
horizontal inside portion of a stationary containing cylinder, which was always held 
firmly in place.  I could then see the entire roller bearing with its nine intermediate 
cylinders about the central axle cylinder, as we saw in Fig. 16.  Earlier I saw nine 
bright-hot small-thin pieces-of-iron (that were somehow previously attached 
between the intermediate cylinders on the near side) were removed and floated 
away.  They cooled to an iron-gray color as they slowly floated away.  They had kept 
the intermediate cylinders separated, while the bearing surfaces were being formed.  
The similar armies advancing down and retreating above had been from the nine 
intermediate cylinders.  A long-massive solid wheel was apparently firmly attached 
to the central axle cylinder, since they both rotated with the same angular speed, 
according to a mark on the edge of the central axle cylinder and according to a 
corresponding mark on the massive wheel.  They both rotated clockwise.  With such 
wonderfully low friction, the angular speed of both (the massive wheel and the 
central cylinder axle) increased, until they both quickly attained a steady angular 
speed of more than 30 revolutions per minute (or more than a revolution every two 
seconds).  The widening view changed to slightly from the left and slightly from 
above.  The horizon could be seen in the background, as the wheel kept rotating 
about a fixed horizontal axle.  There was a curiously bright glow immediately 
surrounding the visible-rotating roller bearing.  I could see light reflecting off the 
shiny edges within the rotating roller bearing.  Then my dream faded away in 
brightness and ended. 
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I marveled at being shown by God such important details for building my very 
low friction roller bearing.  I was not shown my many prior skills, which I would 
need to realize the bearings suggested by the dream.  I had acquired those skills by 
long arduous efforts by in part trying to build very low friction bearings.  God knew 
what I was capable of doing and showed me in symbolic animated form the 
knowledge that I lacked.  Even before the motivating dream, I knew that a wheel 
could continue to rotate about a horizontal axis by itself, if it rotated with low 
enough friction.  I knew it was possible, because of the following example things:  
the shining sun, the stars, snowflakes, my observations of massive-rapid wheels, 
the inspiring “newspaper report” {p. 28 of PM97} about the worth of a wheel which 
could turn per se or by itself, miracles in the scriptures, and God’s prior assistance 
to me. 

Roller Bearing Realization.  After receiving my "strangely invigorating 
dream" {p. 29 of PM97} from God, I grew from iron my invention of steel-surface, 
very-low-friction mechanical-roller-bearings, using molds for the iron, thin angular-
constraint end-spacer-plates, end annuli, mercury, igniting gunpowder, and finely-
ground magnetically-purified-meteorites.  I publically first showed how a wheel 
rotated about a horizontal axis using a pair of my roller bearings in Gera on June 6, 
1712 {p. 15 of PM97}.  I put things within that Gera wheel to help protect my 
invention and to have the wheel start by itself, when the wheel was released.  The 
Gera wheel increased in angular speed until it rotated fifty revolutions per minute 
{p. 16 of PM97}.  Much later this Hesse-Kassel wheel of mine rotated while not 
doing work at about 26 revolutions per minute {pp. 16, 20, 107, 108, and 110 of 
PM97}.  It didn’t rotate as fast as the Gera wheel because of its large radius 
creating much wind friction and because of the great friction, shaking, and sounds 
caused by my sliding-slamming weights within it. 

Fig. 17 shows what my bearing looked like, from an end, when it was completed 
and before I closed off the view of it.  The thickness of its containing cylinder is R in 
accordance with the amount shown in my final figure of Fig. 2.  The overall 
diameter (10R) was three-quarters of an inch {pp. 20, 110, and 162 of PM97}. 
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Fig. 17.  My roller bearing with container cylinder thickness of R. 

(2 = Pattern Replication) Even the things we eat (do not lose their elemental 
influence) for the elements of the food spread through every limb and sinew of our 
bodies.  The patterns of finest steel lobes and lobe-holes spread throughout the 
entire touching surfaces of my roller bearing body, as it was grown.  Also, the 
rotational energy-food that my wheel eats (because of my principle and my very-low-
friction bearing not gobbling up the rotational energy-food) spreads its rotating 
patterns throughout every portion of my wheel.  

(1 = Two-part Gravitons) A crab has pairs of leg/arms.  Each front arm has 
two pincers.  A crab crawls from side to side.  The two-part graviton exhibits my 
principle of increased rotation, by crab-like leveraging (relative to the middles) 
through side to side directly downward pulls.  They both are sound, for both are 
designed thus by God.  Poltergeists and two-part gravitons both wander freely 
through locked doors.  Each coming from below is capable of action or delivery of 
energy.  My anvil-bearing received many complementary pairs of blows during its 
formation in the crucible of affliction.  My bearing has two-part rotational symmetry 
on the formed surface of its central cylinder axle. 

(0 = Growth by Low Friction) But softly, quietly, and enough quietness.  
There must be enough quietness and lack of contention in my roller bearing for the 
enemy (or the author of contentious friction) to just flee the bearing.  My greedy 
mortal enemies must not hear of my low friction roller bearing.  My non-mortal 
enemies know about my bearing but they are exceedingly anxious that this truth 
not go forth to the world.  My enemies may figuratively drench me with their spittle 
of disbelief or opposition.  It is hot energetic rapidly-moving spittle coming like 
gravity from far below.  When it clings to me it pulls me down.  Because of it, I may 
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lose my temper, my cool temper and consider telling of my invention.  I may then, in 
a sudden fit of anger, cast aside the mantle that completely conceals my energy-
productive horizontal-axis rotating wheel-plant. 

(I = Only Reveal Later) But, my mortal enemy shall be thwarted in his 
desires of knowledge, when he gazes upon the interior of my revealed wheel.  The 
view will reveal nothing.  It would answer none of his questions.  Yea, my mortal 
enemy can perfectly replicate the interior of my wheel and it won't work as a 
perpetual motion wheel, if he doesn't have my very special bearings.  Though my 
powering principle is abundantly present in his wheel, if my secret bearing 
invention is not there, then the wheel won't be a perpetual mobile.  My invention 
was secretly hidden in my very-low-friction roller bearings.  The low-friction roller 
bearings also require my hidden principle be in my wheel, to be power productive.  
God supplies that extra power principle.  My principle of rotational power 
production will not be visible to mortal eyes.  The finest-purest immortal eyes can 
look outside the knowledge veil so that my principle of rotational power production 
becomes fully visible to them. 

If you apply the required violent procedures for producing my bearings 
(complete with flail-driven explosive battles), according to your suddenly drawn 
insights or understandings, then you will thwart the devil in his great desire that 
the very low friction bearings (so free of physical contention) not go forth to this 
world.  That author of contention desires contention wherever possible.  The devil 
desires to keep the wheel and its roller bearings hidden, so as to keep the people of 
this world in poverty and ignorance.  This decoded little book should contain the 
answers to all your questions, so as to allow my bearings to be produced.  By your 
producing my bearings with their great lack of friction or physical contention, you 
will be greatly displeasing the devil.  By your doing so, you will have fully 
understood my simultaneous defense regarding my God and my roller bearings.  By 
your producing my bearings, you will be able to have power producing perpetual 
motion wheels powered by gravity. 

(G) My declaration of faith (in defense of truths about my great God and His 
making possible my perpetual motion mobile) contains a very large number of 
separate Biblical references and 54 groups of interleaved ABAB rhyming comments.  
The patterns were twice interleaved upon the central roller.  There were six 
syllables per line.  There were 54/6 = 9 intermediate rolling cylinders in my bearing.  
The words acquire more meaning when chiastically considered.  It was a relatively 
easy way of generating many chiastic levels between the two parts of my book.  
During and before my writing Part One of my Apologi’sche Poёsie und 
Poetische Apologie Von seinem MOBILE PER SE und PERPETUUM 
MOBILE, I simply separately wrote the scriptural references and three-type poetic 
comments about their parallel chiastic centers.  There were three ingredients to my 
formation mixture. 

The exploding gunpowder balls/orbs allow the creation of Jupiter chiasmus 
asymmetries for twice interleaving.  The finely ground ferromagnetic balls/orbs are 
put in their proper place according to Saturn rhyming patterns.  The fine mercury 
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holds the balls/orbs in place with a Mars number of syllables/line.  Prior to the 
writing of my booklet, I in part noticed correspondences associated with things of 
my life, particularly reminding me of my bearing and my principle, which both came 
from the greatest one, God.  (X) Compiling some chiasms ahead of time helped ease 
the task of writing my chiastic 1717 booklet with the middle transition portion 
containing many chiastic levels. 

(S) As we read in Matth. XV. v. 16 (Q) "Are ye also yet without understanding?" 
or again in 1717 I ask you the same question, 
"SenDIhrDanaVChnoChVnVerstanDIg?"  Do the complete puzzle pieces of my 
chiastic poem-puzzle-parable now suddenly fit together into one solved whole? 

(L) Do you have the full tolerance and physical capabilities to work within so 
that my steel orb lobes may be grown out to half a degree?  If the lobes are 
overgrown according to failure of the tolerance, then the lobes would be especially 
loped off, as I directly showed you what would happen by the end lobes of the 
particular endmost letter “M” of ORFFYREUM being quite stricken off 
(ORFFYREUM).  ORFFYREUM would be lost or for naught, if we cannot grow 
complete lobes to a good portion of that desired half a degree or moon angle.  Even 
with the proper sub-angular tolerances, overgrowth of lobes beyond the half degree 
would also invite endmost lobe destruction, as I also showed you by another higher 
strike in the “M”.  Were the intermediate cylinders sufficiently well positioned to 
allow nearly full lobe growth to be available?  It is a matter of applied practical 
understanding. 

If you possess the understanding that I asked of you, you will now understand 
that I am showing unto you in Fig. 2 my many (O) Orffyreum bearing 
specifications.  Fig. 18 shows my Orffyreum final figure in Apologia without the 
half degree line above.  This drawing provides the sustained-contact-angle 
specifications for my Orffyrean roller bearings.  That final figure shows the 
phenomenal angular regions of pure rolling-without-slipping continued contact-
support for my grown roller bearing of the finest quality contacting-steel.  I 
measured those angles of pure continued contact support by looking end-on at the 
pre-covered ends of the rolling cylinders of my bearings.  To confirm my 
calculations, I measured the angles by observing the slight radial surface growth or 
penetrations, which merged their surfaces with the surfaces of the portions they 
contact.  For about 25 degrees of the surface of each intermediate cylinder from its 
center, there was a merging with the effective relative rolled-upon surface.  A very 
close examination of my bearings shows their amazing properties and specifications.  
After cutting small triangles from the extended ends of the containing cylinder, I 
then hid that end view by bending down parts of the iron-exterior cylinder, so that 
my miraculous roller bearings externally appeared to be merely crude iron-bearings.  
People could then not look in at the ends.  Hiding the ends would also help keep the 
bearings clean.  I didn’t want people to even know that each bearing had nine very 
closely spaced intermediate rollers within.  That would reveal too much.  I tried not 
to speak of my bearings, if at all possible and if I had to refer to them I called them 
by the lackluster expression of “iron bearings” {p. 110 of PM97}.  The central rolling 
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axle that protrudes out each end also appears to be made of just ordinary iron.  I 
helped some of the most exposed exterior portions to be a little rusty so those 
portions obviously appeared to be made of iron.  Rust on external portions of the 
bearings helped them to appear to be of little value, but it was really for them that I 
was asking a full 100,000 thalers. 

 
Fig. 18.  My Orffyreum final figure in Apologia. 

All my pageantry of valuable symbols should now make sense.  You should now 
with production of my low-friction, finest-quality, and great-load-bearing roller-
bearings have answers to all of your keenest questions regarding my energy-
productive wheel-plant, as well as much that is all around us. 

(E) Great barbs were sent against me by the devil, since I allowed my wheel to 
somewhat go forth.  Though I almost appeared to apologize to you in subjunctive 
mood for not revealing the details of my art near the end of this Apologia 'Were I 
to reveal the details of my art, the Devil might enslave you' {pp. 181 and 189 of 
PM97, pp. 239, 240, and 353 of AP08} there was really no reason for me to so 
apologize, as you now see I already did reveal my arts to those who were not blind 
(consider Matthew 15:14-16).  (The reason that I inserted dashes for the name of the 
Devil was so that I would not create confusion in the chiastic flow.  Another enemy 
level could be placed there between the question and the line levels but only after 
those chiastic levels are figured out.)  For those who were not blind or for those who 
could penetrate my parable, I did in a way cast aside the covering mantle that 
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covered my energy-productive wheel.  My symbolic casting aside the covering 
mantle of my wheel was done to thwart the devil's desire without giving away my 
invention for free.  Despite Wagner’s many barbs (W) my invention is going out to 
the world for its benefit.  Thus, in my chiastic Apologi’sche Poёsie und 
Poetische Apologie Von seinem MOBILE PER SE und PERPETUUM 
MOBILE, I simultaneously poetically defended both my wheel and my faith with 
respect to my God for his helping me to build my energy-productive perpetual 
motion wheel powered by gravity. - Orffyreus 

BESSLER’S SCRIPTURAL REFERENCES 
Once again, I strongly suspect that Bessler's many scriptural references and 

comments were easily inserted to form a huge level chiastic structure within 
Apologia.  Its chiastic center(s) would not have been within Bessler's little book 
proper.  Its chiastic center(s) would have been within Bessler’s declaration of faith.  
I think that there would be many more chiastic levels associated with Bessler’s 
declaration of faith than Bessler’s little book proper but I think that the total 
chiasm for Bessler’s little book proper was more important than the total chiasm(s) 
for Bessler’s declaration of faith.  I concentrated my efforts where I thought that the 
efforts were most needed.  If the declaration of faith was greatly chiastic, then to 
make sense of it that may have directed the discerning poet to understand it from 
its chiastic structure(s), given the various chiasms in the coversheet (on the front 
and back covers).  Then that may have eventually directed attention to Bessler's 
little book so as to make chiastic comparisons within the little book proper.  In 
conformity to the title of Bessler's entire book, I suspect that the many scriptural 
references poetically-apologetically help to simultaneously defend both Bessler's 
perpetual motion wheel and Bessler's faith in God.  Collins (pp. 185-186 of PM97), 
mentioned that alongside the many references from the Bible, within Orffyreus’s 
‘Declaration of Faith’, “the author has made short comments of a phrase or two.”  I 
am thinking that the short comments could easily be chiastic counterparts that 
were not readily available within the scriptures.  If they had been found in the 
appropriate order within scriptures, then he could have simply given references to 
those scriptures.  The chiastic correspondences to things located elsewhere in the 
declaration of faith would explain why Bessler’s comments were actually written, 
though it seemed to puzzle Collins when he wrote, “Oddly, his comments do not 
seem to be relevant to the quoted Biblical texts.” (p. 186 of PM97).  That is because 
Bessler’s comments would not refer to the nearby scriptural references but rather 
chiastically to their counterparts. 

I have not done a chiastic analysis of The ORFFYREUS DECLARATION OF 
FAITH.  See pp. 136-143 (German) and 310-314 of AP08.  I suppose that someone 
with better knowledge of the German (especially from the early 1700s), with better 
access to the scriptures in German, and with better knowledge of the exact 
positioning of the scriptural references relative to the specific poetic lines, might 
have a better chance of succeeding.  It might be that the positioning shown by pp. 
136-143 (121-128) of AP08 is good enough but Collins inserted an editorial note on 
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p. 137, “In the bible references which follow, some of them apply to two lines”.  It 
would ease the burden of chiastic analysis to know what the exact positioning was.  
Maybe an exact copy of those original pages 121-128 would allow the chiastic 
analysis to better proceed. 

The ORFFYREUS DECLARATION OF FAITH was strategically placed at the 
boundary between the two major parts of Bessler’s Apologi’sche Poёsie und 
Poetische Apologie Von seinem MOBILE PER SE und PERPETUUM 
MOBILE.  The declaration and the book parts could symbolize his wheel (if not his 
bearing).  The declaration could symbolize his bearings (if not the central axle), 
since the bearings for Bessler’s wheel were at the center of his wheel.  The 
intermediate cylinders/rollers of Bessler’s bearing were two part replicated upon the 
central axle/cylinder of his bearing.  The two-part replication of patterns within the 
bearings could be symbolized by chiasms within the declaration.  Less likely the 
two-part replication of patterns within the bearings might also be in reference to 
the two-part pulls of gravity, according to the principle.  I say less likely, since such 
pulls down could be represented by the ordinary rhyming poetry elsewhere in his 
book or especially by the hidden chiastic dual-end-points elsewhere in his book.  
Future analysis of the declaration may clarify the situation. 

Even if by some slight chance Bessler's many scriptural references are not 
found to form a huge level chiastic structure, at least they serve as a strong 
reminder of the important part that God has played in providing the Bessler 
principle itself, in making Bessler aware of the idea (p. 28 of PM97), in helping him 
to aggressively pursue the idea (pp. 26-29 and 40 of PM97), and in helping Bessler 
bring forth his very low-friction bearings.  I think that Bessler would not have 
succeeded even after his best efforts, if God had not showed him the "strangely 
invigorating dream" (p. 29 of PM97), which allowed him to create his very-low-
friction great-mechanical-support bearing.  God saw Bessler's diligent efforts to 
construct a very-low-friction bearing and blessed him by showing the well-prepared 
Bessler, in a dream, a workable solution to his problem.  See in the above paragraph 
“Bearing Formation Dream” my current best guess of what Bessler’s dream might 
have been. 

SUMMARY OF DECODING OF ORFFYREUS’S LITTLE BOOK 
Many chiastic levels are present in Orffyreus's Apologia, as well as within 

Bessler’s invention/principle itself.  The full title of his Apologia had at least two 
second-level chiasms.  The chiastic structure indirectly points to his little book 
within Apologia.  The little book, in terse coded-symbolic form for the inquiring 
student, "explains" many things using the Bessler principle.  The little book also 
"explains" how Bessler built his mechanical finest-quality-steel-surface roller-
bearings so that they had very-low friction, using nearly pure-rolling without-
slipping.  During bearing formation, Bessler apparently grew the contact surfaces of 
his bearings using a mixture of finely-ground and purified ferromagnetic 
meteorites/iron, fine-grain ignition gunpowder, and mercury.  The ferromagnetic 
"shot balls" were somewhat preferentially-asymmetrically-attracted to exposed 
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magnetic domains on the lobe sides.  The gunpowder somewhat preferentially 
provided small explosions on the lobe-hole sides, when struck by the shot balls.  The 
surrounding mercury provided ultra-short firing chambers and barrels for micro-
shotguns.  The final chiastic figure of Bessler's Apologia contains amazing final 
specifications, for lobe to lobe-hole, rolling-contact within his very-low friction 
bearings.  The full final chiastic figure also shows various sizes and required 
angular sub-tolerances.  Analyses are provided for the chiastic structure and 
decoded meanings of Orffyreus's little book.  Bessler's amazing wheels are explained 
by two linked miracles:  the Bessler principle and Bessler's miraculous very-low-
friction mechanical-roller-bearings.  I attempted to guess (above in “Bearing 
Formation Dream”) Bessler's strangely invigorating dream, which he received from 
God.  The Orffyreus Declaration of Faith in Orffyreus's Apologia likely has a 
chiastic structure of many levels, with the help of Bessler's many scriptural 
references.  Though I have not as of 2019 located any such structure, I suspect that 
it somehow would denote his very-low-friction roller-bearings.  See Fig. 17.  It would 
fit his chiastic pattern, since the whole of Apologia appears to chiastically-
symbolically represent his entire wheel, according to the chiastic structures that I 
have been able to unravel within it. 

Initial Assembly of Orffyrean Roller Bearing.  By interpretation and 
analysis of Bessler’s little book, including his final bearing specification figure, this 
is my best guess for what were the major details for Bessler constructing his 
Orffyrean roller bearing.  The nine intermediate cylinders were each initially of 
radius R.  The central cylinder was initially of radius 2R.  The inside radius of the 
containing cylinder was initially of radius 4R.  The minimum value for the initial 
thickness of the containing cylinder, which Bessler used, was R.  The outside 
diameter of the containing cylinder was R + 2(4R) + R = 10R = three-quarters of an 
inch for the roller bearings of his Kassel wheel.  Thus, for his Kassel wheel 
bearings, R was .075 inches.  The length of each intermediate cylinder was 
approximately 22R.  The cylinders were made from molten iron using fine refractory 
molds.  On each end, nine hot-rolled thin-plates of iron were placed (between 
adjacent pairs of intermediate cylinders) to a distance of R so that the interior 
cylinders could be bound by wrapping.  The corners and end edges of the inserted 
spacer plates were rounded so that they not catch on the exclusion zone boundaries 
during bearing surface formation.  The thickness of each thin spacing plate was 
such that (where the plates touched the intermediate cylinders) the plate 
thicknesses covered an angle of approximately 1.05756° with respect to the center of 
the bearing.  The measurement of plate thickness was more accurate.  It was 
calculated as approximately R(.05212086) above in the paragraph with heading 
“Calculation of Thickness of Spacer Plates” within the section “Some Little Book 
Analysis”.  Each end was dipped into an annular clay mold of molten tin.  The 
inside radius of each annular clay mold was of radius more than 2R so that the tin 
didn’t touch the central cylinder of radius 2R and left a gap for formation mixture to 
be later inserted.  The outside radius of the annular clay mold for the molten tin 
was of radius much larger than 4R.  For the outer wall, the inside radius of the 
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annular clay mold for the molten tin was of radius very slightly less than 4R so as 
to allow constrained movement between the tin and the inside of the containing 
cylinder during bearing formation.  The depth of the tin was more than R.  The thin 
iron-spacer-plates were of width slightly less than R by length at least about 3R to 
allow for spanning the approximately 1R gap between the molten tin and the 
intermediate cylinders.  The clay mold was carefully removed after the tin 
hardened.  Again the outer radius of the tin was very slightly less than 4R so that it 
would later be just held in place by the containing cylinder, allowing slipping.  The 
tin annulus needed to provide enough support for the iron spacer plates.  After nine 
grooves were made in the outer radius edge of the soft tin annulus, the grooves later 
allowed passage of formation mixture to the outer portion gaps between the 
intermediate cylinders.  The inner radius of the tin was less than 2.5R but much 
greater than 2R (for example 2.2R).  The tin both allowed support for the iron 
spacer plates and later allowed passage of formation mixture to the inner portion 
gaps between the intermediate cylinders.  The tin annulus contained the end 
portions of the thin iron spacer plates which extended beyond the intermediate 
cylinders.  A tin annulus was similarly provided to hold the ends of the nine iron 
spacer plates on the other end.  On each end, nine small-reusable iron-spacer-disks 
of radius R and just fitting lengths about R were dipped in formation mixture and 
were inserted into the gaps, between the intermediate cylinders and the tin annuli, 
so that the iron spacer plates are not bent during bearing formation and so that the 
regions of non-formation of the surface lobes will not be extended by more than R 
into the interior cylinders.  The containing cylinder was slightly expanded by 
heating so that as the cooler interior bound cylinders were unwrapped, the 
unwrapped end was inserted into the containing cylinder until they had the same 
middles. 

Formation of Orffyrean Roller Bearing.  After cooling of the containing 
cylinder, a formation mixture (of mercury, fine ignition gunpowder balls, and 
purified very finely-ground ferromagnetic meteorites-and-iron) was pressed in from 
an entrance end.  Each tin annulus end was covered by an annulus of iron of inside 
radius very slightly greater than 2R and outside radius very slightly less than 4R, 
so that little formation mixture would leak out but so as to little inhibit rotation of 
the cylinders.  Each covering annulus of iron just touched the annulus of tin though 
separated by a very thin “lubricating” layer of formation mixture.  The bearing was 
rotationally exercised to allow micro-explosions so as to asymmetrically grow 
surface lobes and dig out their corresponding lobe-holes on the neighboring surface.  
The finest grade of steel was so formed on the surfaces.  Lobes were grown outward 
from the original surface.  Slight inward pressure was applied to each covering iron 
annulus end to not lose formation mixture during the surface formation and to keep 
the tin annuli from moving outward.  The covering end iron annuli were removed.  
If a tin annulus came out in the process, it should no longer be needed to provide 
the thin iron-plate angular constraints.  I suppose that new formation mixture was 
similarly pressed into the entrance end, until new formation mixture came out the 
exit end.  There was a second exercise cycle.  I suppose that there was another 
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replacement of formation mixture.  There was then likely a third exercise cycle.  
The process was stopped immediately, when there was ever an unexpected sudden 
slightly tight binding due to lobes just colliding, beyond the normal bindings.  That 
was essentially the same stopping condition for later repairing of bearings, except 
for there not being any tin annuli.  The accuracy, of Bessler’s construction of his 
roller bearings, was such that it allowed a maximum of approximately .500° of 
growth of lobes, toward a nearly touching adjacent intermediate cylinder, with 
respect to the center of the bearing, without lobes from the adjacent cylinders 
colliding.  There could have been more growth, if there had been more perfect 
placement or if there had happened to be no collisions until after even greater 
growth. 

Finishing Orffyrean Roller Bearing.  The annular tin constraint and 
annular iron end covering were removed from each end.  The bearing was 
completely exercised/rinsed of formation mixture, by using water and by 
temporarily using the iron annuli.  During the cleaning, the roller bearing was 
exercised, without any formation mixture, to wear off any over-extended lobe ends, 
until it was very smooth in operation and no more new/used formation mixture 
came out of the roller bearing.  By observation of the merged surfaces on each end, 
Bessler saw that effectively each surface lobe rolled within its corresponding surface 
lobe-hole for an angle of about 25° with respect to each other.  To protect such views 
of the Orffyrean roller bearing, I think Bessler cut nine triangles from the 
containing cylinders at each end of his bearings and bent down the portions in 
between them, without causing any extra rubbing.  Because of the use of mercury, 
the construction procedure for the Orffyrean roller bearing should not be repeated 
nowadays, without proper safety and environmentally protective procedures. 

Initial Robot Training.  Nowadays given the apparent effect of the mercury 
on Bessler, we will need to train robots for safe automated production of the 
Orffyrean roller bearings.  We likely can’t use robots for automated construction of 
Orffyrean roller bearings, until people have had enough experience building 
Orffyrean roller bearings say by construction in controlled environments.  Such 
people may need to be dressed in full body suits that somehow protect them from 
the harmful effects of the mercury vapor.  If the filters in the suits can’t filter out 
the mercury vapor, then the people would need to be provided with air supplies free 
of mercury vapor. 

Bearing Specifications.  The Table 4 shows Bessler’s previously unknown 
essential-formation-parameters or specifications, for his roller bearings, arising out 
of particular features in Bessler’s symbolic figure located at the end of his 
Apologia.  I filled in the table, according to Bessler’s final figure of Fig. 2, by using 
imagination, measurements, inspiration, and reasoning.  See Fig. 17 for some of 
those bearing parameters, according to an end view. 
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Table 4.  Bearing specifications from Bessler’s final figure. 

Feature Bearing Specification 
roller angle arcs about 25.8° of contact between lobes and lobe-holes 
insert missing angles 9 intermediate rollers almost compactly filled in 
half degree line approximately .5° of lobe growth 
length to diameter angular constraints allowing .500° of lobe growth 
interior circle central roller having radius of 2R 
inner container containing cylinder having interior radius of 4R 
largest circles thickness thickness of containing cylinder being R 
inner ring point of closest contact having radius of about 3R 
radius about inner ring intermediate cylinders having radius of R 
bare outer/inner thickness angular constraint plates inserted R on each end 
edge length of arc (20+2)R=22R for length of intermediate cylinders 

 
Nowadays, the thickness of the containing cylinders can be more than R as long 

as separate protections are provided to keep dirt, etc. out of the ends of the roller 
bearings. 

More 3D Implications.  In a somewhat three-dimensional view of Bessler’s 
final symbolic figure of Fig. 18, one can see both bare-or-lobeless R-length interior 
ends of the containing cylinder, with the help of the arc wedges, when one ignores 
the second innermost white ring.  In that view, of the more original figure shown on 
p. 189 of PM97, one can see many lobes on the inner surface of the containing 
cylinder.  In that view the innermost particularly dark circle is the open space or 
darkness beyond the bearing on its other side.  Bessler shows about four stars in 
that space, with the brightest one being at the very center.  Again see p. 189 of 
PM97.  I think that Bessler is thus saying that the stars out in space are powered 
by rotations about horizontal axes, with the great energies per unit time coming 
from the huge fluxes of two-part gravitons.  I didn’t show the other three stars in 
my attempts to illustrate Bessler’s final figure but I did make that center space 
black except for the one central brightest star.  I could see six to eight “stars” for 
that region shown on p. 239 of AP08.  The illustrations shown on p. 240 and p. 353 
of AP08 didn’t show any stars in that region.  Neither did they show any of the 
somewhat polar format lobes hanging out in space that can be seen elsewhere in the 
figure on p. 239 of AP08.  I think that his final figure is not only for specifications of 
his bearing but it graphically shows great implications beyond, according to his 
curious multi-facetted manner of illustration.  I think that it was artistic, while it 
simultaneously served a variety of purposes. 

Bessler’s Perpetual Motion Wheels.  Bessler used two of the Orffyrean roller 
bearing for rotating a balanced new wheel about a horizontal axis to form his most 
basic Bessler wheel for perpetual motion powered by gravity.  Internal modification 
of the wheels allowed the formation of his demonstrated/tested wheels.  I think that 
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the Kassel wheel had eight weights sliding along eight internal peripheral wires, as 
illustrated in Fig. 12. 

Wonder-bearings Produce Wonder-wheels.  Here are reasons why Bessler’s 
very-low-friction wonder-bearings were wonder-wheels. 
● The lobes on the altered surfaces of cylinders could stay in rolling-without-
slipping contact with their lobe-holes for relative rotations of about 25°, instead of 
near 0° for points on the normal surfaces of cylinders. 
● No lubrication in the wonder-bearings meant there was no surface tension of 
lubricants to absorb energy. 
● No lubrication in the wonder-bearings meant there was no motion of lubricants to 
absorb energy. 
● There was no rubbing/slipping anywhere in his wonder-bearings. 
● There were many just fitting intermediate cylinders in the wonder-bearings. 
● The wonder-bearings were cooler in use than normal bearings because of much 
distributed contact, having small local surface pressures, whenever there was any 
contact.  This allowed Bessler to support extremely massive load while they were 
being rotated. 
● Because Bessler’s wonder-bearings were such very low friction bearings and 
because of the then-manifest Bessler principle in his very low friction wheels, 
Bessler could show, demonstrate, and test his energy-producing, “perpetually-
operating” wonder-wheels. 

AFTER WORD 
Friction-masked Energy Principle. The friction-masked Bessler principle 

likely occurs because the later (higher elevation) pull-down from gravity would be 
applied after its earlier (lower elevation) pull-down.  The principle causes wheels 
rotating about horizontal axes to receive additional rotational kinetic energy from 
gravity.  The effect is enhanced as angular speed increases and as energy-robbing 
friction is reduced.  At small angular speeds, the principle provides only a slight 
increase in angular speed to rotating bodies.  Such small angular speeds typically 
give up the small amount of extra obtained rotational kinetic energy to nearly 
ubiquitous friction.  At large angular speeds, bodies lose much rotational kinetic 
energy to typically great rotational friction.  That is why the principle is typically 
friction-masked or partly hidden by the presence of friction.  Bessler’s wheels were 
of such very low friction that they were able to directly demonstrate the Bessler 
principle.  Bessler’s very low friction wheels could “perpetually” rotate about 
horizontal axes. 

The friction-masked principle also can explain phenomena such as:  our sun 
producing much continual light, other stars producing much continual light, 
sunspots being darker and cooler than the photosphere of the sun, and the solar 
corona having increasingly energetic photons as altitude increases (and as 
interacting friction with other atoms/ions decreases) in the sun’s atmosphere.  See 
Gravity-Wheel Unveiled for many more examples of observations/phenomena 
and experiments/devices that can be explained by the Bessler principle.  If a large 
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new body, such as a wheel or cylinder, is rapidly rotated about a horizontal axis, 
this typically causes the nuclei within to increasingly rotate about horizontal axes. 

Modern production of Orffyrean roller bearings would likely require the use of 
robots to safely deal with problems associated with mercury contaminated vapor.  
Before robots are used to build Orffyrean roller bearings, some people could use 
suits equipped with mercury contaminant filters to allow safe breathing while 
growing/forming/producing the bearings.  Such efforts could allow for production of 
small initial numbers of Orffyrean roller bearings.  These efforts would produce 
human experts, who could assist in the training/programming of the robots for later 
production of large numbers of the Orffyrean roller bearings. 

Extraction of Rotational Energy from Gravity.  This book has spoken of a 
way to “perpetually” extract very-low-cost energy from energetic gravity.  Very-low-
cost energy would usher in a rotational energy age with a multitude of attendant 
effects that are of interest to all.  Very-low-cost energy allows such things as: 
● low cost sea-water desalination, 
● low-cost water pumping to where it is needed, 
● deserts blossoming (Isaiah 35:1 and Isaiah 51:3), 
● lower costs for food production, 
● reduction of shipping costs, 
● reduction of rail transportation costs, 
● reversals of desertification, 
● lower production costs of raw materials, 
● reduced use of fossil fuels, 
● suppression of some contributors to global warming, 
● forests/jungles not needing to be destroyed to provide fuels, 
● glass readily melted for use in producing solar ovens, 
● greater opportunities for reuse of waste materials, 
● reduction of pollutants, 
● stable local sources of power, and 
● sustained emergency sources of power readily available. 

Prosperity.  These things would lead to much prosperity throughout the world 
associated with the very low-cost energy, assuming that people receiving these 
benefits wisely pass on benefits to others. 
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Solved?" by Susan Seddon, IE, Vol. 4, Issue 21, Aug-September 1998, pp. 55-56. 

"Bessler's Wheel - An Explanation?" by Steve O'Donnell, IE, Vol. 4, Issue 21, 
Aug-September 1998, pp. 57, 69. 

Response by John Collins to IE #21 Reviews of his book "Perpetual Motion: An 
Ancient Mystery Solved? Comments" by John Collins IE Vol. 4, Issue 23, 
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Vision of How the Bessler Wheel Worked.  I saw, during a lunchtime 
prayer with my eyes closed, after silently asking God how the Bessler wheel 
worked, “a large-shiny-wheel chain-drive a smaller-shiny-wheel in pendulum 
fashion with curious pendulum-angular-amplitude increases (after small wheel 
sudden internal angular speed increases) just slightly after the times of expected 
pendulum angular extremities (when the small wheel was on the right side)” on 12 
Jan 2000.  See those quoted words within a version of my large 24 July 
2001BesslerWheelPaper in its first chiastic section (E), which begins on p 31.  The 
center of the larger shiny sprocket remained fixed.  The distance between the 
centers of the shiny-silvery sprocket wheels always remained a constant.  The chain 
never stopped going clockwise (not even when the pendulum angle stopped once 
during each motion cycle on the left side and three times during each motion cycle 
on the right side), though there was a slow-down between the times of curious 
angular-speed-up of the chain.  Somehow remarkable energy was being delivered to 
the system, at and after the indecisive stopping of angular decrease from its prior 
maximum pendulum angle, before going to a new maximum pendulum angle, when 
the small sprocket wheel was on the right side.  The centers of the shiny sprocket 
wheels appeared to be shiny solid, with no bearings visible at the centers of the 
sprocket wheels.  I couldn’t see a Bessler pendulum operating but something was 
causing the strange pendulum motion, with slight angular decreases after the 
maximum angle, then a pause-stop in pendulum angle, after which it went to a new 
maximum pendulum angle, thus seeming to defy gravity.  The whole vision, with 
smooth motions, suggested an idea of very low friction.  The vision faded away when 
the pendulum maximum angle was great enough.  Though I didn’t realize it at the 
time of the vision (on 12 Jan 2000), God apparently expected me to figure out the 
modern vision portions that were not being shown to me, if I wanted to know the 
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essentials of how the Bessler wheel worked.  Based upon my putting together 
things, I am now sure that Bessler (prior to his 1712 Gera wheel) did not see, in his 
invigorating dream from God, the same vision that I received from God.  Bessler 
needed information about how to form the bearing with hints about the principle, 
while I needed clues about the principle with hints about the bearing.  God tailored 
the visions according to the specific needs of the individuals.  I was not shown the 
rotating nuclear-ground-states within the judiciously released-and-stopped wheel 
on the light-side of the unseen Bessler pendulum.  The unseen wheel, on the light 
side of the unseen Bessler pendulum, was located opposite to the unseen heavy end 
of the Bessler pendulum.  The unseen heavy end of the Bessler pendulum had the 
visible smaller-clean-shiny-sprocket-wheel with a few visible seemingly-modern-yet-
small holes connected by a visible clean-shiny-bicycle-like chain to the visible large-
clean-shiny-sprocket-wheel, with a few visible seemingly-modern-yet-small holes, 
rotating about the central pendulum pivot axis.  I was not shown the two-part pull-
downs of finest fundamental charges by each graviton.  I was not shown the Bessler 
principle but rather I was expected to figure it out from the many evidences and 
observations available to me, including what I received in 1968 with the help of 
God.  I was also expected to figure out the Orffyrean roller bearing from the 
evidences that I received or things that I would learn by careful study.  I think that 
I have properly figured out both the Bessler principle and the Orffyrean roller 
bearing.  I don’t think that there was a Bessler pendulum within any of Bessler’s 
most famous wheels, when the wheels were being tested or demonstrated.  I still 
haven’t completely figured out why there were the small wheel sudden internal 
angular speed increases.  Would the extra energy be partly coming from internal 
angular speed increases in nuclei within the large and small sprocket wheels, which 
were each nearly solid except for a few small holes, according to the Bessler 
principle, assuming that there is low enough friction in the chain?  Did I correctly 
remember the vision?  Maybe future demonstrations and analyses will provide 
clarification to these situations. 

"Untuned Bessler Pendulum Effectiveness" science fair project by Christopher 
Park at James Monroe Middle School held in Ridgecrest, CA on 9 March 2000 and 
at the Kern County Science Fair held in Bakersfield, CA on 13 April 2000. 
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ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS 
°  degree(s) 
*  multiplication within a formula or equation 
A = B the distance of the centers of adjacent intermediate cylinders to the 

center of the bearings 
AP08 Apologia Poetica J. E. E. Bessler (pseudonym Orffyreus), 1716/1717, 

translated, edited, and published by John Collins, 2008 
Apologia Apologi’sche Poёsie und Poetische Apologie Von seinem 

MOBILE PER SE und PERPETUUM MOBILE 
C  distance between centers of adjacent intermediate cylinders 
CA California 
CRC  52nd CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics 1971-1972 
CW clockwise 
CCW counterclockwise 
ED.L.  Edward Leedskalnin 
Fig. Figure 
IE Infinite Energy 
JST Joseph Smith Translation 
Matth. Matthew 
mm millimeter(s) 
NB Not a chiastic Boundary 
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PM97 Perpetual Motion: An Ancient Mystery Solved? John Collins, 
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